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THE ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE SPECTRA. OF RADICAL 
ANIONS IN LIQUID AMMONIA 

Donald. Harris Levy 

·. 

Inorganic Materials Research Division, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, 
Department of Chemistry, University of California, 

Berkeley, California 

ABSTRACT 

January 1965 

A new technique for the generation of pi-bonded. radical anions by 

means of continuous electrolysis in liquid· ammonia has been developed, 

and the experimental procedures are described in detail. The radical 

anion of 1,3-butadiene has been prepared by this .method and. its electron 

spin resonance spectrum has been observed.. The measured proton hyperfine 

coupling constants are compared to those predicted by several theoretical 

calculations. 

The radical anions of isoprene, 1,3-cyclohexadiene and g,3-dimethyl~ 

butadiene have been prepared.and their ESR spectra have .been observed. 

A theory for d.eri ving methyl and methylene proton coupling constants from 

a knowledge of the unpaired. spin density distribution is developed and 

used to predict the coupling constants of these and. other methyl and 

methylene containing radical anions. The unpaired. spin distribution is 

calculated using a hyperconjugation model and several simple LCAO molecular 

orbital theories. A small correction for spin exchange. polarization is · 

taken into account. It is shown that a>~simple extension of Ruckel theory 

can be used to successfully predict the methyl and methylene proton 
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coupling constants of all the radical anions considered •. 

An inequivalence of the methylene. protons in d.imethylbutadiene . ,· . . ' . .· 

radical anion has been observed. .To explain this .the usual molecular 

orbital treatments have been modified by using an expanded. basis set 

including the 3d. carbon atomic, orbitals. These are shown to be of the 

.correct symmetry to account for the observed anisotropy. 

The radical ani: on of l, 3, 5-cycloheptatriene has been prepared and. 

the hyperfine coupling constants measured.. The methylene proton coupling 

constant has be€m assigned by monodeuteration of the methylene group. 

The wavefunction of the unpaired electron in this molecule is shown to 

have a node at the methylene protons and. consequently any hyperfine 

coupling is due to a combination of spin exchange polarization and. elec-

tron correlation. The small contribution of electron correlation is 

estimated by an approximate self-consistent field calculation, and the 

remaining hyperfine coupling is taken as a measure of the spin exchange 

polarization. A correction term useful for accounting for spin polariza-

tion effects in other radicals is derived. The fact that this term is. 

small provides a· justification of the hyperconjugation model used. previou~ly. 

The ESR spectra of the nitrosobenzene and. nitrobenzene radical 

anions have been observed in liquid. ammonia. The nitrosobenzene radical 

anion shows two ortho and. two meta proton coupling constants which may 

be explained by either of two simple theoretical models. One model involves 

non-bonded interactions introducing off-diagonal Hamiltonian matrix. 

elements between non-bonded atoms, and the other involves an electron 

polarization effect which produces small changes in the on-diagonal matrix 

elements. These have been d.escribed previously as the J3- and a.-effects. 

' 
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The nitrobenzene radical anion was prepared in,liquid. ammonia as a refer~ 

ence and to compare solvent shifts •. 

The radical anion of cyclooctatetraene was prepared in liquid ammonia 

and. is shown to be much more stable in this solvent than in any previously 

used.. Small coupling constant solvent shifts were observed which., because 

of the symmetry of the molecule, can only be attributed to a solvent 

perturbation of.the sigma-pi interaction . 

... 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Molecular quantum mechanics and the general problem of molecular 

electronic structure is fundamental to all of chemistry, and it is not 

surprising that it has received considerable attention ever since the 

introduction of quantum mechanics itself. The recent general availability 

of high speed computing.machinery has led to a proliferation of theoretical 

calculations which has brought this field to the point where quite 

sophisticated. self-consistent field calculations appear in the organic 

chemistry literature, and the more advanced calculations of "theoretical" 

chemists involve so much computation that they are almost entirely divorced 

from conventional chemical concepts and any notion of chemical intuition. 

One unfortunate aspect of this wealth of theoretical computation is. that 

the theoretician is beginning to outstrip the experimentalist and many 

calculations are yielding results for which the corresponding experimental 

data are not available. One frequently finds the theoretician forced to 

compare his latest calculation to the "best H.artree-Fock calculation" 

rather than to experimental results simply because the experimental re-

sults do not exist. 

One promising source of the necessary data has been relatively new-

areas of radio frequency spectroscopy. Their uti~ity lies in the fact 

. that it usually is possible to separate out small terms from the molecular 

Hamiltonian which to a very high degree of approximation do not effect 

the molecular energy or wave function but which do contain parameters 

which depend upon the molecular wave function. Since these smaller terms 

are usually much more easily solved than the complete Hamiltonian one 

can obtain very accurate measurements of the values of the parameters 

_,. 
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which appear in them. If one can then relate the parameters to the 

molecular wave function one .has a measure, at least in parts of the mole-

cule, of the wave function itself. Coulson described these small terms 

as "measuring rods, ·able to be placed within the electronic charge-cloud 

without affecting it. "1 

A specific technique that has provided a great deal of data of this 

nature has been the measurement of the electron spin resonance (ESR) 

spectra of organic radical ions and. neutral radicals in solution. The 

motional narrowing of the absorption line due to the rapid tumbling in 

solution allows a very great degree of resolution and causes the aniso-

tropic terms in the Hamiltonian to averge to zero, thus simplifying the 

interpretation of the spectrum. The interaction of the electronic and 

nuclear paramagnetism produces a great deal of hyperfine structure in the 

spectrum which can be readily analyzed in terms of a set of hyperfine 

coupling constants that are related to the electronic structure of the 

molecule. The problem of determining this relationship is complex but 

not impossible, and one is now able to get a reasonable estimation of the 

value of the molecular wave function from the measured hyperfine constants. 

One of the severe restrictions on this technique is the experimental 

difficulty of preparing the necessary paramagnetic species. A survey of 

the literature impresses one with the fact that the theoreticians and 

the experimentalists are not working on the same kinds of molecules. This 

is illustrated by the fact that the molecules which are experimentally 

easily reducible to the radical anion are those with the larger conjugated 

pi-electron systems and ~re difficult-to treat theoretically. Conversely 

the molecular species that are interesting and. tractable theoretically 

are extremely unstable and difficult to prepare. Thus the theoreticians 

deal with such species ae methyl, allyl, and. ethylene while the ... 

; 
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experimentalists make measurements on anthracene, 'tetracene, etc. It 

was in an attempt to develop experimental techniques that would help 

,., close this gap between theoretician:. and. experimentalist that the follow-

ing work was undertaken. 

·~ .. 

'r 
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II. . THEORY AND CHEMISTRY OF RADICAL ANIONS 

A. Previous Theoretical Work 

As mentioned. above it is possible to separate the complete molecular 

Hamiltonian into various terms which are non-interacting. It is customary 

for ESR work to write the complete Hamiltonian as 

H-;::: H + H' 
0 

(1) 

where H contains all the electrostatic interactions and H '· contains the 
0 

spin orbit,, magnetic field, and hyperfine terms.. Treating H' as a pertur

bation it is possible. to derive an operator H (the "spin Hamiltonian") s . 

which lifts the spin degeneracy within the ground manifold of H • Although 
0 

the coefficients of the operators appearing in Hs are averages of various 

orbital matrix elements, the operators themselves are spin operators and 

hence H operates only in the· space of the electronic and. nuclear spin 
s 

variables. The derivation of H for atoms has been treated by Pr;ce, 
2

' 3 
s 

4 ,-
and has been lucidly reviewed by Bleaney and Stevens and again by Pake.5 

6 . 
Stone has shown that this treatment cannot be applied directly to mole-

cules due to the fact that the theory is not invariant to a gauge trans-

formation which changes the point in space .about which the electronic 

angular momenta are referred. However, he has derived a similar theory 

for molecules which is gauge _invarient. 

The results of these treatments is that the Zeeman term of the spin 

Hamiltonian describing the interaction of the electronic magnetic moment 

and an applied magnetic field H is given by 

H -SH·~·S z 
(2) 

i· 
i 

' i 
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where 13 is the Bohr magnetron, S. is the .electron spin operator, and g 
. "-' 

is a second.- rank terisor which is derived from the. theory and contains 

orbital angular momentum matrix elements arising from the spin-orbit inter-

actions. In liquid systems the rapid. tumbling of the paramagnetic species 

'usually averages out any anisotropies in the~ _tensor and it may usually 

be replaced by a scalar, g. 

In molecular radicals the low symmetry caused. by the strong molecular 

electric field almost completely quenches any orbital magnetism, which re-

sults in the complete removal of most orbital dege.neracy. Any degeneracies 

remaining due to whatever molecular symmetry exists tend. to be removed 

by the Jahn-Teller effect. 7 The result of this is that the g-value for 

molecular radicals teJ:?.dS to be very close to 2. 00229, the g-value of i:;he 

8 
free electron. While a theory has been developed to account for devia-

tions from the free electron g-value, very little information about the 

electronic structure of the molecule can be obtained. from these extremely 

small deviations. 

The Hamiltonian for the interaction of the electronic and nuclear 

angular momenta is expressed as9 

Jr -r J5 e n 

8rr } -- S •I ·5(r -r ) 
3 e n _e n 

3(8 ·r)(I ·r) e n 

The notation is standard and is defined in Ref. 9· The first two terms 

in the brackets arise from the classical dipole-dipole interaction of 

(3) 

the electronic and nuclear magnetic moments. It has been shown by Weissman10 

that for molecules undergoing rapid tumbling in· solution this part --;. 

of the_ interaction vanishes. The term remaining arises from the Fermi 

contact interaction11 and is not averaged. out by any molecular motion. 
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In organic:_,_ pi-rad.icals the energy splittings caused by this term are 

extremely small (of the order of 10 me.). However as noted above these 

radicals have very small spin-orbit couplings and this produces long re-

laxation times and. a very highly resolved spectrum. Consequently even 

these small splittings can be fully resolved and. a great deal of informa-

t ion may be obtained .. 

It is easily seen that the effective spin Hamiltonian consisting of 

the Zeeman term and the Fermi contact term may be solved. to define the 

position of the lines in the ESR spectrum in terms of a set of parameters 

A., the hyperfine coupling constants, where for the ith magnetic nucleus 
l 

8ngl3 j..l. 

A.=:( l ) 5l. 
l 3 I 

(4) 

where 

5 ==· < P /L: 5(;k. )sk /P >/s 
i k l z z 

(5) 

In this expression 5(;ki) is the Dirac delta function of the distance 

between electron k and. nucleus i and 5. might be looked upon as the un-
l . 

paired. spin density at the magnetic .nucleus .i. Thus from-.the·.experimental 

value: of the coupling constant A. one gets easily and accurately the 
l 

unpaired spin density at the ith magnetic nucleus. 

Unfortunately for most pi-bonded molecules this is not a very in-

teresting quantity in itself (with certain exceptions to be treated later). 

The reason for this is that almost all theoretical treatments of pi-bonded 

molecules begin with an assumption that the pi-sigma separation approxima-

tion is valid. This approximation assumes that the total molecular wave 

function may be written as · 

f =A[[} ~ J 
cr II 

(6) 
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. where ~a and. ~II are functions of only the sigma and only the pi-electron 

coordinates (space and spin) respectively and. A is the anti symmetrization 

t . th t t d . 1 t . t h . 12 
opera or Wl respec o pi an . slgma e ec ron ln ere ahge .. Since the 

unpaired. electron in pi..,radicals is a pi-electron in this approximation 

all the nuclei lie at a node of 3! II and therefore the pi-sigma approximation 

implies that 5. and A. are both exactly zero. The fact that there is any 
l l 

hyperfine interaction observed at all indicates a departure from pi-sigma 

separability. Of course the minute energies involved. indicate that the 

pi-sigma interaction is very small, and. that its neglect is unimportant 

in comparisons with other approximations that must be made in any molecular 

theory. Nonetheless in order to compare experimental coupling constants 

with such a theory it is necessary to have an additional relationship 

between the experimental. numbers and the wave function ~II' 

This relationship in aromatic protons was discussed by McConnelll3,l
4 

who theoretically examined the hyperfine1 interaction in a C-H fragment 

of an aromatic hydrocarbon. He postulated an exchange polarization 

mechanism whereby the unpaired pi-electron on the carb.on atom polarized. 

the sigma-electrons in the C-H bond resulting in a net unpaired. spin· 

density at the proton. His treatment involved admixing a small amount of 

an excited confi'guration ~ with the ground. state wave function. The con

figuration ~ involved the antibond.ing valence bond function where the two 

sigma-electrons in the C-H bond. have p13,rallel spins. This treatment led 

to the approximate relationship 

A. = Q p· .. 
l l 

where p. is the probability of finding the unpaired electron on the 
l 

(7) 

carbon atom to which the ith proton is bonded (frequently referred to as 

~- •, 

.ill 
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the unpaired spin density at the ith carbon atom), and Q .is a constant 

defining the sigma-pi interaction. In both a simple valence bond or 

molecular orbital derivation Q is proportional to the quantity (Jph-Jps)/E 

where 
2 

Jps=<pl s21 r~2 lslp2> (8) 

and E is the energy of the excited configuration above the ground configura-

tion. Here p is a 2p atomic orbital centered on the carbon atom, h is 
z 

an sp
2 

hybrid orbital centered on the carbon atom and directed toward the 

proton, and s~:.is the ls atomic orbital of the proton. A more complicated 

expression for Q has been d.eri ved using a theory generalized to the case 

of polyatomic pi-electron radical systems.
1 5 

16 
.Colpa and Bolton have extended the theory by considering the C-H 

fragment and including the effect of excess charge in addition to that of 

unpaired spin in attempt to explain certain anomalous trends which develop 

when Eq. (7) is applied.. Their derivation has. led to the relationship 

A. = (Q + kE.)p, 
~ 0 ~ ~ 

(9) 

where E. is the excess charge density on the ith c·arbon atom and K is a·' 
~ 

theoretical constant. G1acometti et a1. 17 have tried to explain these 

same anomalies by including nearest neighbor interactions with the C-H 

fragment. 

The first treatment of hyperfine :interaction due to magnetic nuclei 

. 18 
other than protons was by McLachlan et al. who removed a few minor re-

strictions from McConnell's theory and generalized this theory to include 

all magnetic nuclei lying in the nodal plane of a pi-radical. The 

particular importance of such a theory is that now c1 3 and ~4 
splittings · 
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could also be related to the molecular electronic structure. Their theory 

yielded the result that 

A. = tr(~{e) 
l 

(10) 

where p is the pi-electron spin density matrix and Qi .is a hyPerfine 

coupling matrix whose elements depend upon a-IT exchange integrals and 

excited sigma triplet states. An expanded theory which considered not only 

the C-H fragment but in addition treated the ls carbon electrons and all 

the electrons in the three bonds of the sp 
2 

hybridized. carbon atom was 

developed by ·Karplus and Fraenkel.1 9 This theory, which is applicable to 

. __ 14 
any many-electron atom such as N- , gave the prediction that 

(s·c·+ 3 
~x:)P,_. 

3 c . 
A. = I: + I: ~~"'CP. (11) 

l 
j=l j=l : J 

J J 

Here C is an sp
2 

hybridized carbon atom that is bonded. to three atoms, 

X.(J = 1,2,3) and. P and P. (j = 1,2,3) are the pi-electron spin densities 
J J 

on atoms C and. X. respectively. SC accounts for the contribution of the 
J 

ls electrons of the carbon atom and the Q's for that of the remaining 

electrons. The theory can be used for any atom, A, by 'defining a set 

of parameters ~C which result from the interaction between the bond. BC 

and the pi-electron spin density on atom B. 

B. Previous Chemical Work 

The first observed ESR spectra of rad.ical anions were reported by 

Weissman and co-workers.in a series of papers primarily concerning the 

hth 1 t . • . 20-22 s b nap a ene nega lve lOn. ince then quite a large hum er of papers 

have appeared reporting the ESR spectra of specific radicals. The litera-

ture on this subject prior to 1958 has been summarized quite nicely by 

J 

' -. 
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Ingram9. : in his chapter on stable free radicals (Chapter 5). However much 

of the high resolution work in this field has beeri done since the publication 

of Ingram's book and unfortunately, to the best of the author's knowledge, 

no single comprehensive review of the literature since 1958 has been written. 

A series of annual reviews covering the previous year's work has been 

published23- 27 and in some ways helps to fill this gap. A recent transla

tion of the book by Al 'tshuler and. Kozyrev
28 

gives a more recent review 

although his table of molecules studied is taken verbatim from Ingra~. 9 

. 29 Carrlngton has written an introductory review of this area which contains 

references to much of the most significant recent literature, but it is not 

intended to be a complete listing of all recent work. A complete bibliogra-

phy of all ion-radicals studied (including subject or formula index) would 

be of considerable use but is unfortunately outside the scope of this work. 

Somewhat more to the point, there follows a brief review of the techniques 

developed for the generation of radical anions. 

The first solutions of radical anions were prepared. by the chemical 

reduction of the' parent species (A), by alkali metals (M) using an inert 

ether solvent such as tetrahydrofuran (THF). The detailed experimental 

procedure for such chemical reductions has been described. in the litera:..~--:.· o 

30-31 ture. The equilibrium reaction involved is 

- + A+M=A +M ' (12) 

and in cases where the factor limiting the production of the anion is a 

.small electron affinity for A, this technique is still perhaps the best 

* available.· 

* Probably the best example of the extreme reducing power of these soluti'ons 

is the recent generation of the cyclopropane radical anion. 32 

r . 
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On the other hand, in many cases, the production o·f the anion is 

limited by other factors ·such as polymerization or additional reaction, 

and in these cases d.irect chemical reduction leaves something to be 

desired. The technique of electrolytic reduction was first used by 

Geske and Maki33 for the production of the nitrobenzene radical anion and 

represented. a considerable improvement for many interesting cases. Geske 

and Maki used an intra ~ technique whereby the radicals ·were generated 

in an electrolytic cell placed directly in the microwave cavity of the ESR 

34 . spectrometer. More recently Rieger et al. have carried out the electro-

ly"sis outside the microwave cavity and transferred .the electrolyzed solu-

tion to the cavity via a flow system. 

The electrolytic method of generating negative ions has a number of 

d.istinct ad.vantages over the older technique of chemical reduction: 

1). The possibility of hyperfine interaction between the unpaired 

electron and the magnetic nucleus of the alkali metal used. as a reducing 

agent is eliminated since very large cations can be· used .• 

2). The complications of ion pairing are minimized by the use of 

a sol vent of high d.ielectric constant. 

3). The potential at which the reduction is carried out is easily 

and continuously variable. 

4). The difficulty of purifying and manipulating small amounts of 

alkali metals is eliminated. 

5). Continuous electrolysis offers the possibility of generating 

an observable steady state concentration of radicals that would otheryise 

be too reactive to observe. 

Electrolytic reductions are usually carried out in a glass cell 

between a mercury pool cathode and some reference anode, ·frequently a 

..... :. 
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saturated. calomel electrode. In add.ition to a small amount (ca. 10-
2 

- 10-3 . 

~olar) of the parent molecule the solvent contains sufficient supporting 

electrolyte to make it conductive. The supporting electrolyte usually has 

a large cation, such as found. in the tetra-alkylammonium salts, .to reduce 

ion pairing. It is obvious that the choice of solvent is critical since 

·it represents the principle· source of unwanted. side reactions. Previous 

to this work acetonitrile, 33 dimethylformamide, 34 dimethyl sulfoxide, 35 

water, 36 and ethanol-water mixtures 37 have been used as solvents. ·These 

were chosen because they were obtainable in high purity and were relatively 

inert to the supporting electrolyte, the radical anion, and the parent 

molecule. Besides this they were capable of dissolving and dissociating 

a large enough amount of a supporting electrolyte to make the resulting 

solution conductive. In spite of these advantages there are two essential 

difficulties involved with all of the solvents thus far mentioned. ·First 

the solvents themselves are reducible at the high reduction po:tentials 

necessary to produce the more unstable radicals, and consequently the 

radicals themselves are never generated.. Second the relatively high freezing 

point of all these solvents makes it impossible to cool the solutions much 

below room temperature. It has long been known from chemical reduction 

work that many radicals. are stabilized by cooling and are observable only 

at low temperature. 31 , 32 Thus although the technique of electrolytic 

reduction had many advantages of its own, it is lacking the two principle 

advantages of chemical reduction, namely a large reduction potential and 

the ability to cool the reducing solutions. It was the desire to combine 

the advantages of both the chemical and. electrolytic methods that led. us 

to·examine the possibility of using liquid ammonia as an electrolytic 

solvent. 

., 
' 
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III. AMMONIA SYSTEMS 

A. Metal Ammonia Solutions 

It has long been known that liquid ammonia will dissolve certain 

metals (primarily the alkali and. alkaline earth metals) to produce blue, 

paramagnetic solutions. Several reviews of these fascinating solutions 

have been written to which the reader is referred for a detailed. discussion 

38-41 of their properties. The discussion below is limited to a summary 

of the various theories about the nature of the reducing species present 

in these solutions. 

One of the earliest models for the solution of a metal in ammonia 

42 
was postulated by Kraus who suggested that the solution reaction be 

represented. by the equation 

Metal l"d = M+ + e so l 
(13) 

c-, 

where both the metallic cation (M+) and the electron (e-) were sol Va.ted .. 

This model was based upon the fact that the dilut~ solutions are extremely 

conductive and that the negative carrier transference number is about seven 

times that of the positive carrier, implying a very small.mobile negative 

* carrier. 

Later measurements on bulk magnetic suscep~ibility 43 showed. that the 

molar susceptibility decreased. as the ·concentration of metal increased and. 

indicated. that a further reaction was necessary to account for the pairing 

* This model is still generally agreed to be correct for very dilute 

solutions, and. Kraus's electrochemical dataax.e probably the only data 

available on these solutions that is universally accepted as· being accurate. 

, . . 

r~· 
•I .,-e 
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of spins. 0 44-45 A model proposed by gg / postulated that the U!J.paired. 

electron of Eq. (13) existed in a solvent cavity.arid that a pairing 

reaction 

2e 
2-

- e 

produced singlet electron pairs inside a solvent cavity. 

(14) 

A more recent model by Becker) Lind.quist) and Alder 
46 

postulates four 

species in chemical equilibrium. The first two species are the metal ion. 

and solvated electron of the earlier theories. In addition they postulate 

the existence of a "monomer") MJ which consists of an alkali metal ion 

surround.ed. by approximately six oriented ammonia -molecules with an electron 

circulating around. the metal ion on the protons of the ammonia molecules. 
" 

The concentration of this monomer is governed by the equilibrium reaction 

+ 
M = M + e (15) 

Finally they postulate that two monomers can qome together to form a· 

singlet dimer) M2 . ·The reaction for the formation of the d.imer is 

(16) 

and is analogous to the formation of Na2 in the gas phase. The fact that 

the paramagnetic species has something to d.o with the metal cation was 

4 48 confirmed. by the NMR Knight shift measurements of McConnell and. others. 7J 

GoldJ JollyJ and Pitzer
49 have combined certain features of the Ogg 

and Becker models and have proposed still another model for these solu-

tions. Their model retains the concept of an 'electron cavity and proposes 

that the monomer of the Becker model is simply an ion pair between the 

electron cavity and. a metal cation. The d.iamagnetic species analogous 

to .the Becker dimer is a quadrupolar as~embly consisting of two ion pairs 

with the wave functions of the two electrons overlapping sufficiently to 

'I 

r 
:. 
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produce a singlet ground state. This model was an attempt to explain 
. ' 

certain spectral data 49 ind.icating that the absorption spectra follow 

Beer's law and are independent of the alkali metal used. 

From even a brief survey of the current literature it is obvious 

that none of these theories is conclusive and. the issue is still open to 

considerable question. In order not to prejudice the argument in the 

following experimental description we shall follow the convention of 

Laitinen and Nyman50 and refer to any and all paramagnetic species in 

these solutions by the single name "electron". 

B. Electrolysis in Liquid Ammonia 

Several workers have investigated the electrolysis of solutions of 

tetra-alkyl ammonium salts in liquid ammonia. 
51 . 

Forbes and Norton measured. 

the cathode potential for the reaction 

(17) 

where R was one of several different.alkyl groups •. They found. the· cathode 

potential to be essentially independent of the alkyl group used and. came. to 

the conclusion that the actual cathode reaction was 

(18) 

Laitinen and. Nyman50 studied the polarography of these salts in liquid 

ammonia at both mercury and. platinum electrodes.. They found that a 

polarographic wave with no limiting current occurred. at essentially the 
r:· 

same voltage for all the quarternary salts studied. They came to the 

conclusion that the only cathod.e reaction was a dissolution of electrons 

into the solution and they referred to this as the "electron electrode". 

Doyle 52 studied the ESR spectrum of a frozen solution of electrolyzed. 
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tetramethyl ammonium iodide in liquid ammonia and found· that it was 

paramagnetic and that the ESR spectrum consisted of a single line with a 

width of 2.5 gauss. We have taken the ESR spectra of liquid solutions of 

electrolyzed. tetramethyl ammonium iodide and. found. them to be similar to\. 

solutions of sodium in liquid. ammonia (see below). These ESR experiments 

along with the polarographic data show rather conclusively that the reduced. 

species in the tetra-alkyl ammonium salt solutions is similar to the 

reduced species in the alkali metal solutions. 

C. Chemical Reactions in Liquid Ammonia 

The production of radical anions by dissolving organic molecules 

in metal-ammonia solutions has long been postulated. by organic chemists. 

Polymerization and. hydrogen abstraction reactions involving unsaturated 

hydrocarbons have been assumed to proceed via a radical~anion mechanism, 

and. this type of reaction has been thoroughly stud.ied. 53,54 In fact, in 

his original observation of the ESR spectrum of a radical anion
22 ~eissman 

compared the production of the anion in tetrahydrofuran with the solution 

of sodium in ammonia. A thorough review of organic chemistry in liquid 

ammonia has recently been written. 54 This review, which was brought to 

the author's attention after the experiments described. below were com-

pleted, anticipates many of the results described below and suggests many 

possibilities for future·research . 
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IV. EXPERTh1ENTAL TECHNIQUES . 

A. Electrolysis Cell 

A photograph of the cell and Dewar in which the electrolysis was . 
carried. out is shown in Fig. l and a diagram of this equipment is shown in 

Fig. 2. The platinum wire cathode is sealed into the lower tube by a 

* pressure glass-to-metal seal and made vacuum tight with epoxy resin cement. 

The lower tube, which is the only part of the cell that is placed in the 

microwave cavity, is made of quartz and is connected to the Pyrex part of 

the cell with a graded seal. The anode is cqntained in the inner tube and 

consists of a cylinder made of platinum foil and attached via a platinum 

wire to the tungsten wire that is sealed into the glass at the top of the 

cell. There is a hole in the inJ:).er tube above the level to the ammonia to 

allow easy cleaning of the anode compartment and to equalize the pressure 

throughout the cell. The anode and cathode compartments are separated. by 

a glass frit to prevent the iodine produced at the anode from diffusing 

back into the cathode tube. The end of the lower tube is raised slightly 

from the bottom of the cell proper to prevent any solid supporting electro-

lyte from falling into the lower tube. The cell is connected to the vacuum 

line through a ball and socket joint and. is held in place in its supporting 

Dewar by the large standard taper joint. The overall length of the cell is 

roughly 30 em. and the length of the lower tube is roughly 10 crri •. ·When 

filled to the operating point the cell contains 5-10 ml. of solution. 

* Armstrong Products Company C-3 resin was used. Some care must be shown 

in the selection and application of these cements since certain cements 

litre paramagnetic, and: .ail:.l· .cements are. paramagnetic. if insufficiently cured. 
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The electrolysis voltage was supplied by a voltage regulated power 

supply. A simple potentiometer circuit was used to vary the electrolysis 

voltage and either the voltage or current could be coptinuously monitored 

by a voltmeter connected either across the cell or across a 1000 ohn re-

sister which was in series with the cell. 

B. Cooling System 

When in use the cell is placed. in the unsilvered. quartz Dewar and 

the entire assembly is held rigid in the microwave cavity by a Teflon 

collet and aluminum collar fitting onto the stacks of the cavity. Since 

the ammonia solutions are quite lossy it is important that the sample tube 

be placed as nearly as possible in the node of the microwave electric 

field. With the platinum cathode approximately half way into the cavity 

a satisfactory loaded cavity Q was possible. 

A transfer Dewar was connected to the lower standard taper of the ,· 

sample Dewar via a ball joint elbow, and cold nitrogen gas was b:lown 

through the Dewar, past the cell, and out the top. The nitrogen gas was 

boiled from a reservoir of liquid nitrogen by means of an electric immer-

sion heater, and the temperature of the cell was controlled by the amount 

of current passed through the heater. The temperature of the cell for a 

given heater power is of course a function of the heat loss in the specific~' 

Dewar arrangement used. With the Dewars used in these experiments a power 

dissipation of approximately 32 watts in the heater would. maintain ·the 

cathode at the freezing point of the solutions used (approximately -78°C.). 

~· When necessary the temperature of, the cathode was measured by a thermocouple 

wrapped around the lower tube of the cell. Quite large temperature gradients 
... 

between the top and bottom of the cell were unavoidable but these did not 

prove inconvenient. Since the section of the· Dewar inside the cavity must 

' .• · 
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be unsilvered. there was considerable heat loss) and dry air was blown 

through the cavity to prevent condensation of moisture. The temperature 

variation with this system -was less than one degree over the time necessary 

to complete the measurement of a complete spectrum. 

C. .· ESR Spectrometer 

The ESR spectra were obtained on a conventional X-band reflection 

spectrometer employing 100 kc. magnetic field modulation and phase detec-

tion. With the exception of modifications mentioned below the spectrometer 

has been previously described. 55 The DC magnetic field was provided by a 

Pacific Electri~ Motors twelye inch electromagnet driven by a current 

stabilized power supply. The field homogeneity and power supply stability 

were such that there was less than a .001% field variation over a cylinder 

volume one inch in diameter. Of course) the effective sample volume in 

the cavity was much less than this) and field homogeneity over the sample 

was correspondingly higher. The magnetic field was slowly swept by a 

Hewlett-Packard. low frequency function generator which was modified so 

that sweeps as slow as 2 hrs. per cycle (l hr. per sweep) could be obtained 

with no sacrifice in linearity. The sample was contained in a Varian 

rectangular cavity) Model V-4531) operating in the TE012 mode with a· 

loaded. resonance frequency of approximately 9· 2 gc ·~ 

1~gnetic field intensity measurements were made with a marginal 

proton oscillator using a water sample doped. with 0.1 ~ copper ion. To 

prevent inst.ability caused by mechanical vibration) a rigid. coaxial line 

was used between the oscillator and the sample coil) and the oscillator 

was remotely tuned by varying the bias voltage on a varactor diode in the 

oscillator tank circuit. The diode was thennal.ly insulated to prevent 

instability and. the bias voltage was provided by mercury cells. ·The 
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position of a given line was measured. by adjusting the magnetic field 

until it was in the middle of the line) tuning the NMR oscillator to the 

middle of the proton resonance) and counting the oscillator frequency on 

a Hewlett-Packard. frequency counter. The oscillator was stable to several 

parts in 10 7 over the period of time necessary to make a single measure-

ment and was consequently never a major source of err.or. The principle 

source of error in measuring the position of a given line was in deter-

mining exactly the middle of the line. 

In making g.value measurements the microwave frequency was measured 

with a Hewlett-Packard transfer oscillator and. frequency counter. 

D. ~ical Procedure 

At the start of each run a small amount of supporting electrolyte 

was placed in the cell. When tetramethylammonium iod.ide was used. enough 

was placed in the cell to produce a saturated. solution (0.0023 ~at -78°C. ). 

With the other salts used a saturated solution was probably obtained. At 

this point the cell was connected to the vacuum system and thoroughly 

evacuated. A calibrated volume was filled. to a known·pressure with 

sample) and the cell was cooled almost to liquid nitrogen temperature. 

At this point the vacuum system was sealed. off from the pumps and the 

sample was allowed to distill over into the cell. The progress of the 

distillation could be followed by monitoring the pressure on a thermocouple 

gauge attached to the vacuum system. When a non-volatile sample was 

involved it was placed d.irectly in the cell before evacuation. After the 

distillation was complete a small amount of ammonia was distilled into 

the cell) the cell was warmed to somewhere below the freezing point of 

ammonia) and the rest of the ammonia was dist.illed in. It was found 

that if the ammonia was distilled into the cell at liquid nitrogen 
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·temperatures:, it tended to crack the lower tube. After enough ammonia 

· had been distilled over to cover the platinum anode, the cooling was shut 

off, the cell was allowed. to warm, and. the solution was stirred by the 

bubbles evolving from the bottom of the lower tube. When the solution had. 

been thoroughly stirred the cell was again cooled so that the temperature 

of the lower tip was just above the freezing point of the solution. The 

freezing and. thawing could be followed both: by monitoring the current 

through the cell and by observing the change in cavity Q and frequency 

produced. when the sample froze. After the cell was filled the system was 

aJ,.lowed to sit until it had reached thermal equilibrium (approximately 

20 minutes) and. the cavity resonance frequency had stopped drifting. 

The optimum electrolysis voltage varied with the concentration and. 

nature of the sample used.. To obtain the best signal-to-noise ratio the 

highest possible voltage was used to produce thEi highest steady state con-

centration of radicals. However at too high a voltage there are two 

mechanisms which tend to again decrease the signal-to-noise ratio. First 

the "electron" line which appears tends to overlap and obscure the rad.ical 

spectrum. Second. the higher concentration of electrons produces the 

diamagnetic dianion and reduces the radical concentration by the following 

reaction. 

(19) 

A typical example of voltage and. concentration would. be a solution 

0.005 ~ in butadiene electrolyzed at a potential of -25 volts. 

Because the radicals examined by this technique are unstable some 

care must be used. to optimize,the experimental conditions. Extremely 

small steady state radical concentrations are generated under the best 

of circumstances and. it takes very little reactive impurity to reduce 
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these concentrations to the point where no signal is observed. Therefore· 

all glassware must be scrupulously clean and the ammonia and. supporting 

electrolyte must be of very high purity. After acquiring an experimental 

technique the experiments on a given molecule under a given set of experi-

mental circumstances became quite reproducible. However the optimum 

conditions varied. widely from molecule to molecule and a good bit of trial 

and error was necessary in order to achieve the best signal-to-noise ratio. 

The choice of supporting electrolyte seemed. to be particularly critical. 

With butad.iene the spectrum is almost unobservable when using sodium 

iodide although a very good signal-to-noise ratio could. be obtained. 

using tetramethylammonium iodide. With most of these radicals we were 

operating at the limits of the spectromet~r 's sensitivity and consequently 

these considerations determine not simply the quality of the spectrum but 

~ 
whether or not one sees any signal at all. 

E. Chemicals 

The tetramethyl- 7 tetraethyl- 7 and tetrabutylammonium iodides were 

Southwestern Analytical Chemicals polarographic grade. They were stored 

continuously in vacuo over magnesium perchlorate and VJere used without 

further purification. Some Eastman White Label tetramethylammonium 

iodide was also used. It was recrystallized from a four to one ethanol-

water mixture and also stored .. in vacuo. The tetra-n-propylammonium 

perchlorate was· mad.e by titrating .. i3, .i] . .:o%~taqueous,_:solution cif Eastman 

tetra-n-propylammonium hydroxide with Baker and Adamson perchloric acid. 

The water insoluble salt was thoroughly washed with cold water and dried. 

in ~. Baker and Adamson sodium iod.ide was dried at 110 °C. and used. 

without further purification. 

' ... 
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Matheson reagent grade ammonia was used without purification. This 

grade is quoted. as having a minimum purity of 99· 99% and. in the author's 

experience this is probably fairly accurate. The dimethyl ether used 

vras Mathe son research grade and when it was used. as a mixed. sol vent 

sufficient sod.ium metal was add.ed to the solution to produce the bronze 

. metallic sodium-ammonia phase. The mixture was allowed. to sit in contact 

with the sodium overnight and. was degassed before being distilled into the 

electrolysis cell. 

The deuterated cycloheptatriene was prepared in the follovring manner. 

Equimolar portions of cycloheptatriene and triphenyl methyl bromide were 

allowed to react .in a liquid so2 solution at approximately -17aC. After 

the reaction was complete the solvent was removed by vacuum distillation. 

The cycloheptatrienyl bromide produced was dissolved in dimethyl ether 

and allowed to react overnight at dry ice temperature with lithium 

alumin~~ deuteride. The product was distilled off and. purified by bulb 

to bulb distillation on. the vacuum line. A vapor phase chromatogram 

of the product showed· only one peak with the same retention time as the 

undeuterated material. An NMR spectrum of the deuterated material 
. ~· . . * 

matched that reported. by Jensen and Smith for 7-deuterocycloheptatriene. 

The sources of other chemicals used are listed below. The volatile 

samples vrere purified by bulb to bulb distillation on the vacuum line and 

all others were used. without·further purification. 

Butadiene - Phillips Petroleum Company Research Grade 

Isoprene - Phillips Petroleum Company Research Grade 

* The author is indebted. to Miss Carolyn Talcott for carrying out the 

synthesis of the deuterated cyclqheptatriene, and to Professor F •. R. 

Jensen for suggesting the method. 
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Cyclohexadiene - Matheson) Coleman) and. Bell Technical Grade 

2) 3 dimethyl butadiene - Matheson) Coleman) and: Bell Practical Grade 

Nitrobenzene - Eastman Organic Chemicals, White Label 

Nitrosobenzene - Aldrich Chemicals 

Hexatriene - Aldrich Chemicals 

Cyclooctatetraene - Aldrich Chemicals 

Cycloheptatriene -Prepared by Professor F. R. Jensen's research 

* group. 

* The author would. like to thank Professor Jensen and his group for the 

sample of cycloheptatriene. 
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Butadiene 

The ESR spectrum of the butadiene radical anion was obtained by 

electrolyzing a 5 X 10-3 l'i solution of butadiene in liquid. anunonia at 

* -78°C. The solution was saturated. with tetramethylammonium iodide. The 

spectrum obtained and the numbering of the atoms is shown in Fig. 3· 

The spectrum is seen to consist of five groups of three lines each. 

If the two protons attached to the end. carbon atoms are equivalent then 

only two proton coupling constants could be expected. Since the coupling 

constant A
1 

(=A
4

) is greater than A2 (=A
3

) then one would expect five sets 

of triplets as is experimentally observed. 

The spectrum was measured several times over a range of microwave 

power and field. modulations and the coupling constants in Table I were 

obtained.. The d.ifference in field. between Lines l and. 2 were the same 

as between Lines 14 and 15 thus showing that .second. order terms in the 

spin Hamiltonian could be neglected. The field difference between the 

points of maximum slope of the center line at -78°C. is 0.3 gauss. ' 

* The ESR spectrum of this solution without the butadiene consisted. of 

a single very intense line of 0.21 gauss halfwidth. The g value of the 

line was 2.0007. When the electrolysis voltage was turned. off the 

electron line slowly decayed. following a zero order rate law. 
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Table I. Observed Data for l, 3-Butadiene 
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Using these values and assuming a Lorentzian lineshape a theoretical 

spectrum was calculated.. This calculation was performed. on an IBM 7094 

Computer andthe results were plotted. on a California Computer Company 

digital x-y plotter. The plot is shown in Fig. 4 and as can be seen the 

agreement between the observed and calculated. spectrum is excellent. 

Details of the calculation are given in Appendix I. 

The line width of the spectrum was not. found to vary with temperature 

within our experimental accuracy between-78° and -68°C. The lifetime of 

the radical anion was determined. by measuring the decay of the signal 

after the removal of the electrolysis current. At -78°C. the decay was 

found to follow first-order kinetics with a half-life of 2 . .:sec. Since 

the signal-to-noise ratio depends greatly upon the experimental conditions J 

this implies that the half-life probably depends upon the temperature 

and. solute. We have no ind.ication that the observed line width is due to 

electron exchange with neutral butadiene) but it is possible that solute 

concentration or other factors may be the primary source of line width. 

Unlike conventional solventsJ in this medium chemical exchange with the 

sol vent itself is possible and may be responsible for these rather wide 

lines. It has been shown that an exchange mechanism of this sort can 

effect the apparent values of the coupling constants. 91 HoweverJ cal-

culations perfonned on the butadiene radical anion show that the maximum 

effect in this rad.ical would be approximately the same as the experimental 

uncertainty in the coupling constant measurements.92 Magnetic field 

inhomogeniety was not a source of line width. 

The molecule lJ 3-butadiene has been considered 5T J 5~ as a model 

system for pi-electron molecular orbital calculations. The observed. 

values of the proton coupling constants can be related. to theoretical 
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spin d.ensities with Eq. (7) if the Q values are known .. Recent evidence16 

indicates that the Q for every carbon. position must be calculated taking 

into account a variation of Q with charge density. In our case since.we 

know the proton coupling constant for every carbqn atom an average Q value 

can be exactly determined.. Thus by symmetry, we know that 

(20) 

and. so 

Q(Av) = 2(A
1 

+ A2 ) = 20.82 gauss (21) 

This value is particularly small and is therefore consistent with 

Eq. (9) where Q in rad.ical anions should decrease with the charge density. 

If one also considers the values of Q(C8R8-) = 25.6759 and Q(c6R6-) = 

22.50, 31 there appears to be a nearly linear decrease of Q with charge 

density. The three radical anion Q values ind.icate that in Eq. (9), K 

16 
should be close to 40 and Q around 30.0 gauss while Colpa and Bolton 

obtained. K = 17, and Q = 31 .. 2 gauss from other data. It is quite possible · 
0 

that changes in the hybridization of the C-R orbitals are partly respon-

sible for these low values of Q. The trend. with charge density is 

moderately close to that expected from Colpa and. Bolton's equation) but 

a rather large K value must be asswned. 

Giacometti et a1. 17 have obtained satisfactory agreement for the 

radical ions consid.ered. by Colpa and Bolton and. for c6R6-. In the later 

case agreement was only obtained. if overlap was included in the usual 

Ruckel treatment. If we apply the equations recommendeq by Giacometti 

6o 
et al. to the usual Ruckel orbitals for butadiene radical anion) the 
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predicted. proton coupling constants are A · = 9.8 gauss and A = 3.8 gauss. 
1 .· 2 ' 

These values are essentially unchanged. by the inclusion of overlap as 

recommended. by Giacometti et al. These coupling constants are both about 

25% larger than the observed ones, and. it does not seem that this treat-

ment has any advantage over that of Colpa and Bolton even if overlt:l,p is 

included .. 

If we neglect the variation of Q with charge density, a direct 
' 

comparison of the experimental value of A
1

/A2 with theoretical values of 

p
1

jp
2 

can be made. In Table II such. a comparison is given for a series 

of one-electron molecular orbital wave functions. It can be seen that 

simple Ruckel theory gives a most satisfactory agreement. 

The inclusion of d.-orbitals by Sover and. Kauzrnan
61 

is an interesting 

extension of Huc.kel theory. The d-orbital value in Table II is the sum 

of p and d-electron spin densities. Since the Q values would not be 

expected. to be identical for these t1vo kinds of orbitals, the spin density 

ratio shown in Table II is of only qualitative significance. The three 

SCF values fall far short of the mark and. a considerable improvement 

must be mad.e in this theory to approach Ruckel theory for spin density 

* calculations. 

Some interesting valence bond structures can be drawn for our 

radical anion as follow.s: 

e.. • 
c~C-C==C 

e··· .. 
C-C=C-C 

ra. 
Ib 
I 

* 62 Hayes · has performed. a SCF calculation on the 5 electron pi system 

for the butadiene radical ariion and. gotten 3. 39 and 2. 97 as values for 

the ratio P
1

/P
2 

for the cis and. trans isomer re_spectively. The author 

does not know the details of this calculation. 
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Table II. Comparison with Theory 

a 

P
1
/P

2 
(cal.) 

2.615 

Ref. 17 

Ref. 1 

2.219 

1.9 

1.6 

2-97 

c 
L. Goodman by private communication 

d Ref. 62 

Theory 

Simple Ruckel Theory 

Ruckel Theory with 
variable i3 

Ruckel Theory with 
d.-orbital a 

SCF (without net charge)b 

SCF (with net 

SCF (with net 

charge )c 

d charge) 
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C- C-G=C II 

Structures Ia and. Ib are those of a ~ubstituted allyl radical and simple 

valence bond.arguments would predict that p
1
jp2 = 2. Since structures of 

the type II do not place the odd electron at all on the middle carbon 

atoms) the inclusion of these structures can only increase p
1

jp
2

. Since 

simple resonance considerations 1wuld give a greater importance to. the 

structures of Type I) one would pred.ict that p
1

/ p2 > 2 and. it should. not 

be too far above the lower limit. The valence bond. structures also pre-

diet that the negative charge should be even more concentrated on the end 

carbon atoms than is the spin. 

The simple Ruckel theory can also be mod.ified. for the fac.t that 

6o 
the rad.ical anion should have two 13 values. Since the bond. between 

the middle carbon atoms is the longer one it should also have the smaller 

resonance integral. The assumption that 13 is proportional to the overlap 

integral S will lead to. this type of variation. The bond. length data 

of Almenningen et al. S7 and. the overlap integrals of Mulliken et al. 70 

lead to values of 0.9 and 1.1 for the values of the resonance integrals 

of the end and middle carbon-carbon bond.s respectively. We have performed. 

a Ruckel calculation using these matrix elements and. have found. that 

this calculation gives a value of P1/P2 = 2.219.· This modification is in 

the wrong direction to compensate for a correction based. upon the varia-

tion of Q with spin density where we expect that ·~ < ~) but at the 

present time there is considerable undertainty about the variation of 

Q with either charge density or spin density. 
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B. Methyl and Methylene Coupling Constants 

As we have seen the hyperfine splittings due to protons attached to 

pi-bonded carbon atoms can be analyzed. theoretically by simple and. 

straightforward. means (e.g. Eqs. (7 & 9)). However splittings due to 

* protons attached to aliphatic substituents such as methyl or~:methylene 

groups involve some additional theoretical considerations. There are two 

problems that arise when one considers aliphatic substituents. The first 

is a question as to how any unpaired. spin density gets into the aliphatic 

group. The second is that, given a mechanism for getting unpaired. spin 

density into the aliphatic group, how does one then calculate the hyper-

fine coupling constants from a knowledge of this spin density distribution. 

The model most recently used. with considerable success 
63

,
64 

to 

account for methyl hyperfine splittings is that of hyperconjugation with 

the methyl group itself. This model mixes the pi_molecular orbitals of 

the conjugated system with orbitals of the correct symmetry centered on 

the methyl group and this extends the conjugated. system. The result is 

a flow of electrons between the methyl group and the unsaturated part 

of the molecule and. a net unpaired spin density on the methyl group. An 

_ alternate model is that of spin exchange polarization similar to that 

used. by McConne1113 to explain the production of unpaired. spin density 

at the hydrogen nuclei in the plane of a pi-radical. In this model the 

unpaired pi-electron remains- in the unsaturated. part of the moleculei.hut 

produces unpaired. spin density at the methyl protons via polarization of 

* Of course we are here referring to sp3 bonded. methylene carbons' and-

2 
not to sp carbons.:which are a part of the pi-system such as in butadiene. 
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the sigma electrons in the C-B methyl bond. This polarization may be 

either direct or through a polarization of the sigma electrons in the ' 

carbon-carbon bond.. In this section we· shall assume that the principle 

mechanism for methyl and methylene coupling constants is hyperconjugation, 

and that the effects of spin polarization may be accounted for by a small 

correction term. In the next section we shall provide some justification 

for this assumption and shall derive the correction term from experiments 

on cycloheptatriene. 

As was··me:htioned in the last section, the simple Buckel molecular 
I 

orbital treatment of conjugated systems has been remarkably successful 

in interpreting the ESR spectra of alternate hydrocarbons. This theory 

has been explained quite simply by Streitweiser
60 

whose notation we will 

use in the foll01ving discussion. Because of the success of this method. 

it is desirable to attempt to include the hyperconjugation model within 

the general BuGkel framework. This was first done by Mulliken et al. 65 

in the following manner. They assumed that the ls atomic .orbitals of the 

hydrogens could be combined. in some manner to produce a pseudo atomic 

orbital, Z, which.was centered on the hydrogens and was of the correct 

symmetry to combine with the 2p atomic orbitals of the unsaturated 
z 

carbon system. The B
3 

pseudo-atom was then considre~ as a part of the 

substituent group C'-c-H
3 

where C' was the unsaturated carbon to which the 

methyl group -v1as attached. Thus by assuming off-diagonal matrix elements 

connecting C' with C and. C with B
3

, and on-diagonal elements for C and 

B
3 

the hyperconjugating methyl group could be included in the usual 

Buckel calculation. 

66 ' 
It was pointed out by Coulson and Crawford that because the C-B

3 
bond. was so short, the assumption that S .. = o .. (o .. is the Kronecker 

lJ lJ lJ 
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. delta L usually made in the Ruckel approximation, is no longer valid 

and that the calculation should be carried out using the complete overlap 

matrix, S. They made the assumption. that the off-diagonal S and R matrix 

elements were proportional to each other and that both were proportional 

to bond length. With the S and R values thus derived and with some f~irly 

arbitrary values for the on-diagonal R matrix elements they performed a 

series of calculations. 

Bolton and co-workers63 modified Coulson 1 s method in an attempt to 

be able to include the effects of non-vanishing overlap elements in the 

methyl group without adding the additional computational difficulties 

that are encountered when overlap is included 'for the entire pi-system. 

They formed. two molecular orbitals for the methyl group by combining the 

atomic orbitals on C and R
3 

using overlap and t~e parameters of Coulson 

and Crawford.. This of course involved only two by two matrices:).aiid:-:was 

a fairly simpl!= calculation even including overlap. It turned out that 

the resulting anti:..bond.ing molecular orbital was so high in energy that 

they felt it could be neglected. This meant that the methyl group could. 

be treated as a heteroatom where the bond.ing molecular orbital now became 

the pseudo atomic orbital. The previous calculation provided. the matrix· 

elements connecting it to the unsaturated. system,· and the usual Ruckel 

calculation could be performed with neglect of overlap since the overlap 

of the methyl group had alli'eady been included. 

64 
Colpa and deBoer examined the absolute magnitudes of the coupling 

constants predicted by the theory of Bolton et al and came to the con-

.elusion that the neglect of the anti-bonding molecular orbital was 

unjustified since it led to values of the coupling constants which were 

considerably lower than those observed. experimentally. Their contention 
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was that the only reasonable way to treat the hyperconjugation model was 

to perform the full overlap calculation of Coulson and. Crawford.. The' 

calculation starts with the matrix eigenvalue equation 

~ 

HC = SCE (22) 

Following the method. of Lowdin67 we can rearrange Eq. (22) to the 

following form 

H'C' = C'E (23) 

where 

(24) 

and 

(25) 

Thus the problem is reduced to the usual Ruckel form and. the transforma-
1 

tion s-2 can be used to transform the resulting eigenvector matrix c~-
1 

into the molecular eigenvector matrix C. The matrix S-2 may either be 

computed. from the series expansion as was done by Lowdin or by application 

/ 68 
of a quite· general theorem. The theorem states that for any matrix A 

which can be diagonalized. by a transformation) T) accord.ing to the 

following equation) 

(26) 

any function f(A) is given by 

(27) 

where 

= f(GA_) ) 
-lJ aa (28) 

for all values of a. 
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In spite o;f the success of· simple Ruckel theory there are certain 

effects which it cannot explain .. The principle effect is that of negative 

spin density in which the closed shell pi-electrons are polarized by the 

odd. electron to produce a net negative spin density at points in the 

molecule where the unpaired electron wave function is small or vanishing. 

This correlation effect arises from the electron-electron repulsion term 

in the molecular Hamiltonian which is neglected completely by Ruckel 

theory. In ord.er· to account for negative spin density and. other electron 

69 correlation effects McLachlan proposed .an approximate self-consistent 

field. theory which took electron correlation into account in a simple 

and. straightforward manner. His theory led to the following formula for 

the spin density: 

2 
P = c - A ~ n r ro c rs 

c so 
2 (29) 

where C is the Ruckel coefficient of the odd orbital on atoms r, TI is ro rs 

the mutual polarizability of atoms r and s, and A is a constant derived 

from the theory to be about equal to 1. We have combined the theory of 

McLachlan with the hyperconjugation m0del of IVIulliken65 iri an attempt to · 

account for correlation effects in the methyl group. 

Once one has calculated the electronic wave function with one of the 

ab>ove method.s there still remains the problem of calculating the hyperfine 
. 64 

coupling constant for comparison with experiment. Colpa and deBoer 

have touched briefly on this problem but their treatment is sketchy and 

the method they used to obtain their results is not obvious .. ~. We have 

extended their treatment to provide a specific formula for the coupling 

constants of methyl and. methylene protons. 

We first consider the case of methylene protons. The methylene 
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group consists of one hydrogen atom above the nodal plane of the 

pi-system and one hydrogen atom below the nodal plane. If we denote the' 
' u 

normalized ls atomic orbitals centered on these two atoms as ¢1 and . s 

¢
1
L respectively we can combine them to form one pseudo atomic orbital 

s ' 

of the correct symmetry to combine with the pi-orbita:ls of the rest of 

the molecule. This pseudo atomic orbital is 

(30) 

where the normalization constant N is given by 

N '(31) 

The overlap integral SUL is taken from the tables of overlap integrals 

of Mulliken et a1. 70 and. assumes the bond. lengths and angles shown in 

Fig. 5· 

In the LCAO approximation the molecular orbital in which the unpaired 

electron moves is given by 

L: c . t. 
i OJ. J. 

(32) 

where the 'fJ: 's are the atomic orbitals including the 2p orbitals on z '• 

each of the carbons and the pseudo atomic orbital TIH on the hydrogens. 

Then the spin density at either of the methylene protons is given by 

p(p) (33) 

in the case· where overlap is included or by 

p 

' 
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. , 
where the assumption of zero di:t:ferential overlap is made. Using tl;le 

atomic orbitals listed in Table III an expression for the total spin deri-

'' si ty at the proton can be evaluated. In order to convert this to a coupling ;>o: ,. 

constant one must multiply the total spin density by 

A 
Hydrogen Atom 

[cjlls (P) ]2 

508 gauss == 

2.161 
235-l (35) 

The only important terms in the series expressions given by Eqs. (33 & 34) 

are those evolving the coefficients of the pseudo orbital (CH)J the 

methylene carbon (CC)J and the two carbons to which the methylene is 

attached. (cc, and cc"). 2 .2 
Of these terms the CC, and CC" terms are also 

negligible. The resulting expression for methylene coupling constants 

is given by 

A methylene 

If overlap has been neglected only the .first two terms of this expression 

need be used. 

Th~ theory of methyl group coupling constants is similar to that of 

methylene except that the lack of symmetry wit:t:J. respect to the nodal plane 

of the pi system complicates things somewhat. These complications.have 

been _worked out quite explicitly by Chesnut 71 who has accounted for the 

chemical equivalence of the methyl protons by averaging over various 

static configuxations of the methyl group. We have used Chesnut's method 

to provide a formula for evaluating methyl group coupling constants from 

a knowledge of spin distribution. Our values for the significant P matrix 

elements (defined in Ref. 71) are given in Table IV and 'the formula to 

,, 
_,-., 
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Table III. Atomic Orbitals . 
. l 

(!j 
r 

-1.89r 
t.pls 

l ao 
=-- p, = l-47 p, 

~IT 

·3.25r -3.08 r 2a 
~· N r p, 0 sin e = 9-32 r sin e.e 

Pz 
,. 

Table IV. 
71 . 

Important D Matrix Elements 

l 2 3 

0.00077 0.00207 0.0085 

0.229 

0~935 
·,. 
' . . 

( 
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(37) 

Here again if overlap is neglected only the first two-terms need. be 

considered. 

In order to test the above theories several methyl or methylene con.,. 

taining radical anions were prepared and. their ESR spectra measured. _The 

rad.ical anion of 2, 3-d.imethyl 1, 3-'butadiene was prepared by electrolysis 

'of a 0.01 ~solution of the parent hydrocarbon .dissolved in a solution of 

liquid. ammonia saturated with tetramethylammonium iodide. At low voltages 

(e.g. 10 volts) the spectrum consisted of five septets of rather wide 

lines. As the voltage was raised (e.g. 30 volts) the lines narrowed and. 

' 
the lines of the ·inner septets were further split to give'the spectrum 

shown in Fig. 6. If the voltage was raised. even further (e.g. 100 volts) 

the line width remained roughly constant but the spectrum became co~-

siderably weaker. If the voltage were at. this point reduced to the inter-

med.iate level the spectrum would grow very rapidly and then decay to 

the level it originally had when the voltage was at an intermed.iate (e. g. 

30 volt) level. We interpret this behavior as evidence for the formation 

of a relatively stable diamagnetic dianion which is in equilibrium with 

the electron· and the rad.ical anion according to the following equation: 

2-
R R~ + e (38) 

As the voltage is raised. the production of excess electrons shifts the 

.equilibrium to the left ·and causes the radical anion concentration to 

;_ 

.l -~. 
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decrease and the steady state dianion concentration to' increase to quite 

a high level. When the voltage is again reduced the production of elec-

' trans is decreased, the steady state concentration of electrons drops) 

and the equilibrium shifts rapidly to the right. The initial high concen-

tration of the dianion represents an excellent·reducing agent and a high 

concentration of the radical anion results via the equilibrium 

(39) 

Eventually the supply of excess of .dianion is exhausted and. the concentra-

tion of the radical anion is governed by the equilibrium 

R + e = R (40) 

and. drops to its original value. 

The line width versus electrolysis voltage characteristics of this 

system raise some interesting questions as to the source of line width in 

this rad.ical. Unlike butadiene and most other radicals investigated) the 

source of line wldth in fairly concentrated. solutions ( 0. 01 M) appears to 

be due to an electron exchange relaxation mechanism between the radical 

and the neutral parent molecule similar to that occurring::.ini·;more con'V'en-

tional solvents. · The effect of increasing the voltage is to lower the 

concentration of the neutral molecule in the immediate vicinity of the 

* electrode via equilibria 38-40. When the neutral species concentration 

is decreased the line width also decreases. Just why the mechanism that 

produces the relatively .large line widths in most other species does not 

* In most of these radicals the lifetimes are so short that they can 

diffuse only a very short distance from the electrode before being des-

troyed.. Consequently the ESR spectrum is a measure of cond.itions in the 

immediate vicinity of the Qat,node. 
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operate here is open to question. If the principal source of line width 

in ammonia solutions is electron exchange with the. solvent or the solute 

cation, it may be that the effect of the methyl groups in this molecule 

is to sterically block the approach of solvent or solute molecules and 

thus inhibit this source of relaxation. 

The fact that the linewidth. of dimethylbutadiene is far narrower the.n 

that of any other radical we have observed in ammonia solution is at least 

not inconsistent with such a theory. 

A spectrum consisting of five septets could. be readily ?,Ssigned to 

the spli ttings caused by four equivalent methylene protons and six 

equivalent methyl protons. However the add.itional small splittings of 

the inner septets can only be accounted for by assuming a slight in-

equivalence of the methylene protons which produces two sets of two equiva-

lent protons. On that basis the spectrum can be completely assigned. with 

the coupling constants given in Table V. The theoretical spectrum cal-

culated from these coupling constants is shown in Fig. (. 

The usual treatments for hyperfine coupling constants as given in 

Eqs. (7 & 9) predict a single pi-sigma interaction parameter for any 

given carbon and. consequently imply that all protons attached to a given 

carbon should. have the same coupling constant even if they are. geometrically 

unequivalent. This conclusion is generally true and only one other case 

of unequivalent protons attached to the same carbon has been reported. 

Fessenden and Schuler!
2 

have noted. that the two methylene proton coupling 

\-
constants in the allyl radical differ by 0.10 gauss. In order to explain 

this phenomenon an extension of the usual treatments of sigma-pi inter-

action is necessary. 



Table v. Observed Data for 2,3-Dimet~ylbutadiene 

Al = 7·033 ± 0.003 gauss 

A' 
1 7.241 ± 0.003 gauss 

A2 1.200 ± 0.002 gauss 

Linewidth = 0.099 gauss 

g = 2.0020 

see Fig. 12 for numbering 

Inasmuch as the 2p -atomic orbitals of carbon are invariant to any z . . . 

arbitrary rotation about an axis normal to the molecular plane, no molecular 

orbital scheme involving only these 2p -orbitals as basis functions can z . 

explain the observed difference. The most straightforward. expansion of 

the basis set to include functions of the appropriate symmetry would be 

61 
to include the carbon atomic d. orbitals as was done by Sovers and Kauzmann. 

They considered only the effect of the d. orbitals on the electron distribu~ 

tion in the pi-system itself and neglected their effect on the pi-sigma 

interactions. Thus their calculations cannot explain the d.ifferent 

coupling constants but can serve as the starting point for further 

calculations of the effect of d orbitals on the sigma system. 

It can be shown
61 

that of the five d-orbitals only two, the d and xz 

d are of the correct symmetry to combine with the 2p -orbitals •. Thus yz' z . 

the molecular orbital in which the odd electron moves can be expressed. 

as N 
~i 

fo L: [c C'. ~i ,.\, ~i (41) = + + :C d.~ 
i=l oi pz Ol d ·' . 0;i:·~ . yz xz 

' 
-:~ 
' 
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By considering only the CH2 ·fragment composed of carbon atom j and two 

hydrogens it is clear that there exists a coordinate system such that 

either ~~ or ~~ vanishes. This is of course equivalent to transform-
yz xz 

ing the coefficients C' and c" from the arbitrary coordinate system in 

which they were originally defined to a new coordinate system which in 

general is not the same as the coordinate system defined by the two C-H 

bond.s. This produces the anisotropy which can account for the different 

coupling constants. 

Using Savers and Kauzmann' s values for the coefficients of the d 

orbitals of butadiene, the principle d axis system is rotated from the 

bond. axis system by approximately 3°. Myers 73 has shown that by making 

certain reasonable assumptions the 3° anisotropy would produce a difference 

in coupling constants on the order of 0.05 gauss in butadiene. This 

difference would have been too small to even produce a measurable line 

intensity anamoly with the limited resolution we were able to achieve with 

butadiene. 

There are two mechanisms which could accqunt for the larger aniso-

tropies in dimethylbutadiene. First of all the methyl groups, through a 

hyperconjugation or inducti~e effect, will distort the p~ system and alter 

the d orbital coeffici~nts. By this mechanism the principal axis system 

of the d orbitals might be further shifted. from the bond axis system. The 

second mechanism which might be important would be the steric effect of 

the methyl groups. This steric effect would. tend to distort the molecular 

geometry itself and thus produce further ·anisotropy. The first effect 

might be looked upon as a shifting of the d. orbital principal axis system, 

and the second effect might be looked upon as a shifting of the bond axis s:y;:::c. 

system. Since the total anisotropy depends upon the difference between 

.. 
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these two either could produce the observed effect. Unfortunately all of 

the usual techniques for measuring bond angles and distances give very 

little information about carbon hydrogen bond angles; and the second effect 

,would be difficult to measure with the methods now available. Calculations 

· are in progress to detennine the magnitude of the first mechanism in 

dimethylbutadiene and to see how large a geometric distortion would be 

necessary to account for the observed differences. 

The radical anion of l; 3-cyclohexadiene was prepared by electrolyzing 

a 3-millimolar solution of cyclohexadiene in liquid ammonia. The solution 

was saturated with tetramethylammonium iod.ide. In this case the optimum 

signal-to-noise ratio was produced with a rather high electrolysis .voltage 

(ca. 60 volts). The resulting spectrum with the electron superimposed is 

shown in Fig. 8. At first sight the spectrum appears quite complex but 

the assignment is aided by the fact that only three d.istinct coupling 

constants are involved.. The total width of the spectrum imposes the con-

straint that 
N 

Total width = Z 
!ii:=l 

I A 
n n 

(42) 

where I and A are the spin and coupling constant of the nth magnetic 
n n 

nucleus respectively. This constraint allows one to determine the 3rd 

coupling constant if the first two are known so . the problem of assigning 

the spectrum is really a two parameter problem. The outermost triplet 

indicates that one of the coupling constants is given by the spacing of 

the lines in the triplet and a not unreasonable guess for a second coup-

ling constant woUld be the distance between the first and fourth lines. 

The coupling constants derived. from this assigilt!lent are gi vep. in Table VI 

and the theoretical spectrum calculated from them and shown in Fig .. 9 

.. , 
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Table VI, Observed Data for Cyclohexadiene 

Al = 1.996 ± 0.009 gauss· 

A2 = 8.212 ± 0.011 gauss 

A3 = 11.114 ± 0.012 gauss 

Linewidth = 0.233 gauss 

g = 2.0025 

See Fig. 12 for numbering 

is seen to agree with the experimental spectrum •. 

The radical anion of isoprene was prepared by electrolyzing a 

0.01 M solution of the parent molecule in liquid ammonia. Enough tetra-

ethylammonium iodide was added to produce a saturated solution. Since 

tetraethylammonium iodide is much more sol~ble in liquid ammonia than 

the tetramethyl salt, the resulting saturated solution is more conductive.·' 

The best spectrum shown in Fig. 10 was produced at rather high electrolysis 

voltages (ca. So volts). At these voltages'a large electron line is 

superimposed upon the isoprene spectrum. By lowering the electrolysis 

voltage the electron line could be eliminated and this did not· change the 

radical anion spectrum. 

Unfortunately in this case the assignment of the spectrum is not a 

trivial matter. Assuming that the protons oh any given methyl or methylene 

group are equivalent or almost equivalent. the spectrum should be able to 

be assigned with four coupling constants. After considerable effort to 

assign the spectrum byJthe usual intuitive method an attempt was made at 

a systematic approach to the problem. To begin with it is clear from the 
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spin Hamiltonian that in general every distinct coupling constant in any 

given radical is represented by the distance between the outermost line 

in the spectrum and one of the interior lines. The constraint imposed by 

Eq. (42) places an upper limit on the value of the largest coupling constant. 

In the case of isoprene thi:s limit requires the largest coupling constant 

to be represented by the distance between the outermost line and one of 

the interior lines up to and including line number 23. Thus the four 

coupling constants must be chosen from the set of 22 numbers given by the 

positions of the lines 2 through 23 (defining .the position of line 1 as 

zero). This limits the number of possible assignments to around 105 and 

the problem of checking each of them (with the.aid of a computer) beqomes 

tractable. 

Most of the combinations are ruled out because they do not satisfy 

Eq. (42). Each of the 105 combinations were checked and only those which 

produced a total spectrum width within the range (experimental width ± R) 

were saved. With R = 2% of the experimental width there were 208 combina-

tions that satisfied this criterion. Seven specific critical lines were 

chosen in the experimental spectrum and each of the 208 remaining combina-

tions were tested to see if they would predict a line at each of the 

seven experimental positions ± R' .. With R' = 1% of the total spectrum 

width only three combinations satisfied this criterion. The complete 

spectrum predicted by each of these three combinations was calculated and 

none of them agreed with the experimental spectrum. Thus within the 

accuracy of the experimental data there was no possible assignment of four 

coupling constants that would. predict all the lines in the spectrum. 

The cause of the difficulty is lines 4 and 5. ·indicated by arrows 

in Fig. 10. If the existence of these lines is ignored a very good 
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assignment.can be made for the rest of the spectrum with the coupling 

constants listed.in Table VII. The theoretical spectrum based on these 

coupling constants is shown in Fig. 11 and may be seen to be in excellent 

agreement with the rest of the experimental spectrum. This excellent fit 

and the fact that the assignment agrees so well with the predictions of 

molecular orbital theory (see below) have led us to the conclusion that 

lines four and five ar~ anomalous, perhaps caused by impurities, and 

that the assignment given in Table VII: is .indeed•;correct. 

We have performed a series of calculat~ons on the three molecules 

mentioned above and on several other molecules containing methyl or 

methylene groups for which experimental data exists in the literature .. 

For each molecule we have done a simple Ruckel hyperconjugation calcula-

tion both including and neglecting overlap·' a ;nodified overlap calcula

tion, 63 a~d an. approximate self ~onsistent fie.ld calculation. 69 In all 

of these calculations we have started with the methyl parameters of . 

Coulson and Crawford~6 ':·w!if.c)1 are given in .Table VIII. The numbering of 

the atoms is shown in Fig. 12 and the results for the four different' 

calculations are giveri in Tables IX-XII. The computer p~ogram used to 

perform these calculations is discussed in Appendix II. 

Using the results of these calcula~ions one can calculate the p~e

dicted theoretical coupling constants. The hyperconjugatiOn contribution 

to' the methyl and methylene coupling constants, AH' is give~ by Eqs. 

(36 & 37). In addition t6 this one must consider the contribution of 

spin exchange·polarization, A • 
p 

' 15 
Following the treatments of McConnell 

' 64 
and Colpa we shall atsurne that this contribution takes the form 

A = .Q pI 
·p p (43) 
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Table VII. Observed Data for Isoprene 

Table VIII. 

Parameter 

111-c 
HC-C' 

H . ./s .. i ~ j 
J.J J.J 

Methyl Group Parameters 

66 
Couison & Crawford Value 

-0.5 

-0.1 

2.00 

' /~ 
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Table IX. Ruckel Molecular Orbital Coefficients Neglecting 
Overlap For Radical Anions _ 

~ ~---

i l 

. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 . 

2,3 dim.ethyl 
butadiene 

• 59080. -.36243 -~00793 .13976 

Isoprene ·59852 -.36850 -.00822. .J42i5 -.36539 ·59346 

1,3 cyclo-
he:md1ene · 

-·35438 . 56933 .00193 -.22390 
. 

.. ·-- ~--
a .. ... 

.ooooo Toluene .ooooo -.50000 ·50000 .ooooo .ooooo 

C;gclohexa-
dienvlb · 

. 52765 -.02131" - ."52593 .08395 .40052 

a-xylene 
c .28743 -·57119 .27646 .. 02869 -.1177? 

m-xylene c ·55930 -.27594 -.28703 ·58177 -.02975 .. 12226 

p-xylene a -.50000 0 0 0 

Acenapthene o.ooooo -.41544 .25434 .25972 -.41355 o.ooooo -.00875 .15599 

Pyracene .25154 -.40421 .00000 -.00816 -15257 

9 methyl -.43215 ~09000 .30679 . -.21779 -.21608 -30779 .08787 -.43440 
anthracene 

' 9)10 dimethyl -.21416 .30389 .08694 -.42717 .00655 .16128 : 

anthracene 
See Fig. 12 for numbering 
a) Antisymmetric orbital; b) Not an anion; c) Symmetric orbital 

~ . . - ~ -
•·. ,. ,'::¥·.~ .,-' · . .....-a.,..: ... -~.- .-.,., -..-· ._.,,..,: • ·- ~"'~r .. ~~~ .• · ~_ ... •-_.. -~··: . ..... -~":"" ,...... • ··- ·· • -- ... ~ •• ~ ·- • · .,.. .;;.·;.· 

9 

;00684 

- ·--

10. 

.16399 

I 
0\ 
I-' 
I 



Tabl~ X. McLachlana SCF Spin Densities for Radical Anions 

-- -

~ 
i 

4 6 8 
1. 

l 2 3 5 7 9 ---·-·· 
2'"3 dlmethyl .44097 .05582 -:oo614 .00935 

butadiene 

Isoprene .45253 .06020 -.00639 .00996 .05365 .43005 

1,3 cyclo- • 06382. ·391.42 -.01433 
. 

hexadiene .05909 

'· b ·38308 .03610 .05824 ·37253 -.01122 .06693 
Toluene c -.38378 .46268 .45230 --~7998 -.00264 -. o6_~1)7 

Cyclohexa-
dienvld 

·35912 - .10667· .36418 -.03949 .16534 
--···-

a-xylene 
c -.07091 .68814 -.09563 -.00476 -.01684 

m-xylene c .66512 -.10156 -.06874 . 71951 -.oo483 -.01217 
., b .04739 . 353_60 -.01074 .06236 . 

p-xylene . ' 
c .46114 -.36083 -.00214 -.05932 

Acenapthene -.03497 .21409 .04325 .05130 . 204.78 -.03361 -.00672 .02759 

JP'yracene . 04699 -19858 --03214 -.oo64o .02691 

9 methyl .24110 -. 02193 .11243 .03374 .03296 .11293 -.02163 .23740 -.00799 
anthracene 

' 9;10 dimethyl .o3g81 .11021' . .02073 .23137 -.00769 . 03172 : 

anthracene --
a) Ref. 69. A. = l. 00; b) Anti symmetric orbital; c) Symmetric orbital; d) Not an anion 
See Fig. 12 for numbering 
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Table XI. a 

Modified Overlap Molecular Bolton et al. --
Orbital Coefficients for Radical Anions 

·- -
···-

~ 
i 

---

1 . ·2 3 .4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

2,3 dimethyl ·58241 -.38633 .·06282 .05587 
butadiene 

Isoprene ·56883 -.36376 .05986 .05324 -·39355 .61542 
--

1,3 cyclo-
·35163 -·59989 

. 
· .o6676 

1hexadiene .07507 
----

b 
Toluene .00000 ·50000 ·50000 .00000 .00000 .00000 

--
I 

CJcloh~xa- 0\ 

·54579 -.07020 . 52774 .21499 .19119 LA> 

dienvl c I 

a-xylene 
b -.28169 • 56989 -. 30137 .04158 .03698 

·-

m-xylene 
b • 58917 ~.30095 -.28171 ·55150 .03889 .03459 

p-xyleneb -.50000 .. ooooo .ooooo .00000 

Acenapthene .ooooo -.40673 .28365 .20891 -.42935 .ooooo .09450 .o84o4 

Fyracene .44298 -.26220 -.34023 .05475 .04869 

9 methyl .41132 -. 09225 -.30925 .23096 .20566 -.32321 -.06069 .44267 .08058 -.07166 
anthracene 

9J.10 dimethyl -.21782 
anthracene 

·32198 . .06384 -.41635. .07455 .o663o -

a) Ref. 63; b) Antisymmetric orbital; c) Not an anion. 

' '" •.~ • -,._ 'H ..... , ·•• •~• "• • ..,., ••• ._,._~,· _.. ... ~ • ,._ •~-~··• •·->-·, ,.....,,,, ,,_.. ··,- ·•• •• .-·, •• • -' ·•• ' -. ' -• ·-• •• • •·.-r•<' ·'' '' •• -· ·- ' 
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Table XII. Ruckel Molecular Orbital Coefficients Including 
Overlap for Radical Anions 

·--

~I i 
-----

1 2 3 4 

I 
5 l 6 7 8 9 10 

'-- --./· -----
2;~3 dimethyl .64084 -·39121 -~01423 .15240 

butadiene .... ,, 

Isoprene .65178 . -.40027 -.01489 .15604 -·39465 .64263 
- -
1,3 cyclo-- -.38223 .61114 .02136 -.24583 
hexadiene 

Toluene a 0 -·57735 ·57735 0 0 0 
I -- 0\ 
+ 

Cyclohexa- .52769 -.02089 -.52603 .08230 .40056 
I 

dienylb 

o-xylene a ·33094 -.65647 ·31482 .04208 -.13879 

m-xylene c .63862 -.31384 -·33016 .67182 -.04405 .14545 

p-xylene a .. 57735 .0 0 0 

Acenapthene .ooooo -.45033 .27405 .28356 -.44661 .00000 -.01550 .16788 

Pyracene -.27219 .y3550 .00000 .01433 -.16373 -
9 methyl .45672 -.09480 -.32346 .229o8 .22836 -.32388 -.09391 .45766 -.00286 -.17345 

anthracene -·· 

97 10 dirnethyl 
1-o 22539 

.. 
. 31915:. .09263 -.45031 .. 00273 .17067 anthracene --

a) Anti symmetric orbital; b) Not an anion; c) Symmetric orbital 

-··- .... ~ .... -· "' .. · ~- "'~~~ .... ...._ • ,.. .. --'7,__.,,.,..... ............ _.,... . .,. ... ~ ..., ''" .,~ . 
• .. . .. .. .. 
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where p 1 is the total spin density on the unsaturated. carbon to which the 

methyl or methylene group is attached.. Of course in the case of a 

methylene group one must add the spin densities on the two carbon atoms 

to which the group is attached to get the total spin density p 1
• As is 

shown in the next section a good estimate for Qp, in the case of a methylene 

group would be 2.78 gauss, and we assume that'this is also valid for a 

methyl group. Since, as shown by Colpa,
64 

the hyperconjugation and spin 

polarization mechanisms act with opposite signs the total theoretical 

coupling constant A is given by 

I 'I , AI = I AHI ·lA I p (44) 

Using this equation we have calculated. the series of theoretical coupling 

constants shown in Table XIII. 

The methyl substituted benzenes (toluene and.the xylenes) present 

an additional complication. It is well known that the six-fold symmetry 

of benzene requires that the first two anti-bonding molecular orbitals 

be d.egenerate. In this case the molecular wave function of the unpaired 

electron can be described only by a linear combination of the two 

degenerate orbitals. The methyl group in toluene and. the xylenes canpe 

looked. upon as a perturbation on the six-fold. symmetry, and the effect 

of this perturbation is to lift the deg!=.neracy of these two levels. The 

magnitude of the perturbation is such, however, that the two levels are 

not split very much (e.g. 0.025 13 in toluene) and there is still a 
0 . 

· vibronic mixing of these two near degenerate states. For simplicity we 

have ignored this additional mixing with the following exceptions. The 

approximations 'in these calculations are such that the inaccuracies in 

energy of the molecular orbitals are far larger than the splitting between 

i 
i. 
\ 

' 

; 
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Table XIII. Calculated and. Experimental Methyl and 
Methylene Coupling Constants for Radical Anions 

a Ruckel Ruckel 
Radical 

Expt. without McLachlan Bolton with 
Anion overlaE 

overlap 
overlaE 

2, 3 dimethyl 1.200 3.61 1.82 ·59 4.22 
butad.iene :· 

,e,. 

Isoprene ( 3.42:; 3·73 1.94 ·55 4.42 

' 
1,3 cyclo- 11.114 14.30 17.99 1.09 16.98 
hexadiene 

75 
(0.57)b Toluene 0.79 o.oo o.oo o.oo 

•) 

Cyclohexa-
47·7 53.83 51.26. 19.47 53.68 dienylc 

74 
a-xylene 2.00 2.36 3·50 .18 3·19 

75 
m-xylene 2.26 2. 54 2.55 .16 3·51 

75 
(.52 )b p-xylene 0.10 o.oo o.oo o.oo 

Acenapthene 7·53 
64 

6.89 8.34 3·01 7.80 

Pyracene 6.58 6.60 8.14 ·99 7.44 

9-methyl 
63 

4.27 5.22 6.38 1.13 5·77 anthracene 

3 
9,10 dimethyl 3.88 5·05 6.23 ·95 5-58 anthracene 

a) Superscripts give reference number. 

b) Computed from 
~ 

p = PAntisymmetric + p . symmetrJ.c 

c) Not an anion 
. 

w:. 

' · ... 
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the two near degenerate orbi ta.ls. Consequently the ·calculation is unable 

to predict which of the two is really lower in energy. We have therefore 

in each case chosen the one that gives the best fit to the.experimental 

data not only at the methyl groups but at the various ring protons. It 

turns out that there is never any ambiguity as to which is the "best" 

orbital. The implication of this is that while the simple calculation 

cannot predict which orbital is lower there is still not very much mixing, 

and that one of the orbitals still gives a fair approximation to the true 

t . 88 wave func lon. The only exception to this is the self consistent field 

calculation on toluene and paraxylene. These two molecules to a first 

approximation have nodes through the methyl groups·· and the inclusion of 

electron-electron interactions leads to two near degenerate orbitals such 

that neither of them provide even an approximate description of the un-

paired orbital. In this case only, we have calculated the methyl group 

. coupling constant fr.om a wave function <f where 

ljJ = t.pl + \f-'2 ( 45) 

; and ~l and YJ
2 

are the two near degenerate orbitals. These approximations 

represent a simple approach to a quite complicated subject that has been 

considered in detail elsewhere.93 

The results listed in Table XIII are quite gratifying and indicate 

that the simple Huckel theory is capable of predicting not only ring 

coupling constants but also those due to methyl and methylene protons. 

Of the cases considered with simple Huckel theory none. are wi~dly in 

error and most provide better agreement with experiment than would be 

expected from such a simple theory. It is interesting to note that with 

but one exception the.Huckel theory predicts coupling constants slightly 

lar~er than those actually observ~d.. This :lnd.ice.tea that the calculation 

t ... 

> . 

. ••' 
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could be further improved by altering the parameters of Coulson and 

Crawford to reduce the extent of the hyperconjugation somewhat .. This is 

not terribly surprising .since these parameters are quite arbitrary and 

would be expected to be somewhat in error. The utility of the theory 

lies in the fact that-tt-i·s-not-ver,-y- sensitive to the choice of matrix 

elements, and that any reasonable selection can be expected to lead to 

reasonable results. An example of this may be seen in the fact that even 

with this inaccurate choice of matrix elements the calculation is very 

successful in predicting the relative magnitudes of coupling constants in 

se.veral pairs of similar molecules (e.g. ortho and meta xylene, methyl 

and dimethyl anthracene, methyl- and dimethylbuta.diene, pyracene and 

acenapthene, etc.). 

The inclusion of the effect of electron-electron repulsion in the 

McLachlan calculation does not seem to lead t~ a significant improvement 

in agreement. Here again the effects of hyperconjugation seem to be 

somewhat overemphasized and an adjustment of the parameters so as to 

scale down this effect would probably be in order. The one case in which 

the McLachlan calculation does offer a significant improvement over the 

simple Ruckel theory is that of dimethylbutadiene where the McLachlan 

calculation more nearly predicts the quite small methyl coupling constant. 

One obvious conclusion of these calculations is that the theory of 

Bolton et a1. 63 does indeed predict coupling constants that are far lower 

than those actually observed. This behavior was predicted by Colpa and 

deBoer 
64 

and certainly seems to be born out by comparison with a large 

number of experimental coupling constants. Thus if one wishes to include 

the effects of overlap the only effective method appears to be the complete 

overlap calculation including overlap between the unsaturated carbon atoms. 

,. 

• . ..,, 
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However the inclusion of overlap in any form appears to add little to the 

calculation and in fact seems to give a somewhat worse fit than the same 

calculation performed while neglecting overlap. This has generally been 

the case for purely aromatic calculations and seems to carry over to the 

case of hyperconjugation. 

Using McConnell's relationship (E~. (7)) one can also compare the 

unsaturated proton coupling constants with the predictions of the above 

calculations if, the value of the parameter Q is known. Assuming that Q 

has the same value as in the case of butadiene (20.82) we have calculated 

the predicted values for the unsaturated protons of dimethylbutadiene, 

isoprene, and cyclohexadiene. There are shown in Table XIV. Here again 

a fair agreement can be obtained with any of the theories used. Since 

the Ruckel, overlap, and modified overlap theories differ primarily in 

how they treat the effect of the methyl substituent one would expect them 

to give essentially identical results for the unsaturated protons and 

this is seen to be the case. The McLachlan self-consistent field calculation 

in many cases corrects the simple Ruckel theory in the proper direction 

but tends to overcorrect. More satisfactory results could probably be 

obtained by lowering the value of lambda used in this calculation thus 

reducing the effects of electron correlation. It should be noted that 

the Ruckel and Bolton theories give different predictions as to which of 

the methylene groups in isoprene have the larger coupling constant. It 

would be of some interest to measure the spectrum of the deuterated 

molecule (if it can be prepared) to determine experimentally which is 

larger. 

The calculations described above can also be performed for the case 

of the radical cation. Unfortunately we have· no new experimental data to 
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Table XIV. Calculated and Experimental Unsaturated 
Coupling Constants fat Radical Anionsa 

Ruckel Bolton Ruckel 
Molecule Position b Expt. wi-thout· McLachlan overlap with 

overlap overlap 

2,3 dimethyl- 1 7.137 7.27 9.18 7.06 7.24 
butadiene 

Isoprene 1 •7.g1 7.46 9.42 6.74 7.49 

·5 3.l0 2.78 1.29 3.22 2.74 

6 6.·,50 7·33 8.95 7.89 7.28 

Cyclohexa- 1 1.996 2.61 1.33 ?.57 2.59 diEme 

2 8.212 6.75 8.15 7.49 6.61 

a) Calculated assuming Q = 20.82 

b) See Fig. 12 for numbering 

offer in a field distinguished by a lack of such data and the results of 

these calculations are therefore consigned to Appendix III. 

C. Justification of the Ryperconjugation Model: Cycloheptatriene 

In the last section we showed that methyl and methylene proton 

coupling constants could be satisfactorily explained by a hyperconjugation 

model. Several investigators have offered arguments to support the 

theory that the hyperconjugation model is the only model that can e~lain 

these coupling constants. Bolton and co-workers63 postulated that the 

pairing principle of Ruckel theory, 76, 77 which predicts that the radical 

cations and anions of a given alternate hydrocarbon should have very 

similar ESR spectra, would be carried over to methyl coupling constants 

,; 
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if these coupling constants arose via a spin polarization mechanism • 

. However if hyperconjugation were the principle· mechanism there would be 

no reason for cation and anion methyl coupling constants to be eq~al~ 

They took the experimental fact that they are not equal as evidence that 

the principle mechanism was indeed hyperconjugat~on. From their calcula

tion they predicted a series of ratios A+ th 1/A- th 1 which were in good me y me. y · 

agreement with the experimental ratios. However, as we have seen, the 

absolute magnitude of their couplingconstants. is seriously in error and 

this throws some doubt on their whole theory. 
. 64 

Colpa and deBoer used a corrected hyperconjugation theory and were 

able to successfully predict both the anion/cation ratios and the absolute 

magnitude of the coupling constants in a number of cases. In addition, 

they performed a configuration interaction calculation on the C'-CH2 

fragment (C' being the unsaturated carbon to which the methylene group 

is attached) to obtain an estimate of the magnitude of the spin exchange 

polarization mechanism. They found that the spin polarization contribution 

to methylene coupling constants could be given by 

(46) 

and that this Q.value was far too small to account for the large coupling 

constants observed. They point out that the .approximations in such a 

calculation naturally leave the numerical results in some doubt. None-

theless .. they felt that the order of magnitude of the results substantiated 

their main argument. 

The ESR spectrum of the cycloheptatriene radical anion offers a 

striking experimental confirmation of the importance of hyperconjugation. 

Moreoever from the hyperfine coupling constants it is po-ssible to obtain 

a quantitative measure of the roasnitude of Qgp• This is brought about 
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by the fact that symmetry considerations reg_uire the first anti-bonding 

molecular orbital. of cycloheptatriene to have a node passing down the 

symmetry axis which goes through the methylene carbon. This means that 

for reasons of symmetry there can be no hyperconjugation contribution to 

the methylene coupling constant, and conseg_uently any resulting coupling 

constant can only be the result of spin polarization or electron correlation. 

We have prepared the cycloheptatriene radical anion by electrolyzing 

a three millimolar solution of the parent hydrocarbon dissolved in a 

solution of lig_uid ammonia. The solution was saturated with tetramethyl-

ammonium iodide. No electron appeared at electrolysis voltages up to 

100 volts but at the higher voltages a bubbling occurred at the· cathode 

presumably due to some decomposition reaction. The spectrum obtained is 

shown in Fig. 13. 

The spectrum is moderately complicated but the assignment is made 

considerably easier by the fact that the two outermost triplets are so 

well resolved. As in the case of cyclohexadiene a reasonable guess would 

be that one coupling constant is given by the distance.between the two 

triplets and one coupling constant is given by the spacing within either 

triplet. Sincere there are only four coupling constants in the problem 

these guesses plus::, the total width constraint. leaves but one coupling 

constant undetermined. This last coupling constant may then be determined. 

by trial and error with very little difficulty. The resulting assignment 

is given in Table XV, and the theoretical spectrum calculated from this 

assignment is shown in Fig. 14. As can be seen there is excellent agree-
/ 

ment between the theoretical and experimental spectrtrn. 

With no fUrther experiments it is impossible to assign which of the 

coupling constants in Table XV are associated with which protons. 

'.•f 

,, 
' 
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MU-35082 

Fig. 13 
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Fig. 14 



a Assigned 

See Fig. 
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Table XV. Observed Coupling Constants for 
Cycloheptatriene 

A2 = 2.16 ± 0.03 gauss 

A3 = 7.64a ± 0.02 gauss 

A4 o. 59a ± 0.03 gauss 

A5 4.90a ± 0.01 gauss 

on the basis of.theoretical calculation 

15 for numbering 

be seen from Fig. 15 the molecule contains four: sets of two s~~etrically 

equivalent protons each. In order to determi!fe which coupling constant · 
'I 

was associated. with the methylene protons we prepared the radical anion 

of cycloheptatriene in which one of the methylene protons had been replaced 

by a deuterium. The ESR spectrum of this d.euterated species is shown in 

Fig. 16. The coupling constant of a deuteron is given by 

. A_ 
-'1) = (47) 

where the ~·s are the magnetic moments as they are commonly tabulated) 

the·I's are the spins of the deuteron and proton) and.~ is the coupling 

constant for a proton occupying the same position in the molecule. From. 

this it is possible to calculate the four possible spectra expected from 

the deuterated species. These are shown in Fig. 17, A comparison of 
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MUB-4950 

Fig. 16 
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Ameth.= 2.16 

Ameth.= 0.59 
t b ) 

Ameth~ 4. 90 
( c ) 

( d) 
Ameth. = 7.64 

MUB-4951 

Fig. 17 
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Figs. 16 and 17 clearly shows that the methylene proton coupling constant is 

2.16 gauss. The other coupling constants cannot be assigned directly from 

the experimental spectra but can be assigned with considerable confidence 

from the following theoretical considerations. 

We have performed the same series of calculations that was described 

in the last section on cycloheptatriene. The numbering system used is 

shown in Fig. 15 and the results of these calculations are given in Table 

XVI. Of course, since there is a node at the methylene group the results 

of the three non-correlation calculations will be the same since they 

differ only in their treatment of hyperconjugation. These calculations 

indicate that there is a large spin density on the two carbon atoms to 

which the methylene is attached, and the largest experimental coupling 

constant tends to confir.m this fact. If spin polarization were the 

principle mechanism for producing unpaired spin density on the methylene 

groups of all radicals we would expect a very large methylene coupling 

constant in the cycloheptatriene radical anion similar to that which one 

finds in cyclohexadienyl, cyclohexadiene, and similar radicals. The fact 

that the methylene coupling constant is only 2.16 gauss confirms the fact 

that hyperconjugation, which in.this case is absent, is generally the 

principle mechanism for methylene coupling constants. 

The fact that hyperconjugation is not effective in this radical 

allows us to obtain an experimental value for the constant ~p· The 

McLachlan calculation predicts that essentially all the spin density is 

in the unsaturated part of the molecule and that the spin density at 

position 4 is negative. Assuming that this i.s correct we can obtain a 

value for Q giyen by 

,. 
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Table XVI. Molecular Orbital Coefficients and Calculated 
Spin Densities in Cycloheptatriene Radical Anion 

Position a Ruckel Coefficient McLachlan b 
Spin Density 

l 0 -0.00095 

2 0 -0.00338 

3 -0.52112 0.35819 

4 0.23192 -0.02280 

5 0.41791 0.16677 

a) See Fig. 15 for numbering 

b) Reference 69. \ = 1.00 

5 
Q = 2. L:

3 
A. 

l= l 
23.90 (48) 

Using this Q, the experimental coupling constant A
3

, and Eq. (7) one 

finds that the unpaired spin density on carbon 3 is 0.320 and the total 

unpaired spin density adjacent to the methylene group is 0.639. The total 

methylene coupling constant consists of a small hyperconjugation part and 

a larger spin polarization part. Using the spin densities predicted by 

the McLachlan calculation and Eq. (36) we can esti.mate the electron corre-

lation induced hyperconjugation contribution to be 0.38 gauss. As has 

been mentioned the spin polarization and hyperconjugation coupling con-

stants are ordinarily of opposite sign, but in this case the hyperconjuga-

tion is caused by a negative spin density, the two effects add, and the 

spin polarization coupling constant is 
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l. 78 gauss ( 49) 

This coupling constant and the adjacent spin density determined above 

may be inserted into Eq_... ( 46) to give the value ~p = :::2·~·7-8 gauss • This 

is remarKably close to Colpa and deBoer's calculated value of -1.1 when 

one considers the approximate nature of their calculation. It has been 

78-80 suggested that aliphatic coupling constants are a function of the 

angle e between the normal to the pi system nodal plane and the C'-C-H 

plane, and that the relationship is given by 

A= B 
0 

2 + B1 cos 8 (50) 

The parameter B
0 

in this formula is the same as our ~p and to the best 

of the author's knowledge this is the first experimental determination 

of this quantity. 

Using the Q value given in Eq_. (48), the theoretical spin densities, 

and McConnell's relationship one can calculate a set of theoretical 

coupling constants for the unsaturated part of the cyclopheptatriene 

radical anion. This has been done and the results are shown in Table 

XVII. As can be seen there is a reasonable agreement between theory and c:·~·;:·;: ,_ 

experiment. The self-c'onsistent field theory is particularly useful to 

explain the q_uite low coupling constant of carbon number 4, although 

again one gets the feeling that perhaps the value of :;>.., ·should be._:reduced 

to reduce the electron correlation effect. 

An obvious experiment that suggests itself is to measure the ESR 

spectrum of the 1,3,5-hexatriene radical anion. Here again one could 

take advantage of the fact that the hyperconjugation in cycloheptatriene 

is symmetry forbidden. Thus the only difference between the pi-electron 

'' 
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Table XVII. Calculated and Observed Unsaturated Coupling 
Constants for Cycloheptatriene Ra&ical Aniona 

Position b Expt. Huckel McLachlan 

3 7_.64 6.49 8.56 

4 0.59 1.29 0.54 

5 4.90 4.17 3·99 

Calculated assuming Q = 23.90 

See Fig. 15 f,or numbering 

distribution in hexatriene and cycloheptatriene would be the inductive 

effect of the methylene group. In most methyl or methylene groups the 

electron distribution is perturbed by combined hyperconjugation and in-

ductive effects and the separating of these two effects is a matter of 

considerable theoretical interest. In this pair of molecules the hyper-

conjugation effect is nonexistent and a. comparison of the unsaturated 

proton coupling constants in the two molecules should provide an experi-

mental measurement of the inductive effect alone. 

Unfortunately our efforts in this direction have been only partially 

successful. We have attempted to prepare the radical anion of hexatriene 

by electrolysing solutions of hexatriene dissolved in various concentrations 

in liquid ammonia. Various supporting electrolytes were used in an 

attempt to increase the lifetime of the radical. In this series qf 

experiments only one succeeded in producing even a weak spectrum and even 

this one was not reproducible. A very rough measurement indicated that 

·' ~). 
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the two largest coupling constants were 7.3 and 4.2 gauss. The lack of 

resolution and sensitivity made the measurement of the third coupling 

constant very difficult but the lack of readily observable splittings 

probably places an upper limit of 0.5 gauss on it. There are some very 

poorly resolved lines that could be the result of a coupling constant of 

around 0.5 gauss. 

No really QUantitative conclusions can be drawn from these very poor 

data. The fact that the hexatriene coupling constants seem to be so close 

to the cycloheptatriene coupling constants indicates that the inductive 

effect of the methylene group is small. This is not unreasonable in view 

of the fact that the model used in the previous section completely neglec-

ted any inductive effects and was still relatively successful in predicting 

Q~saturated coupling constants. The fact that both large coupling constants 

in hexatriene are smaller than the corresponding cycloheptatriene coupling 

constants is interesting. The change is probably large enough to be real 

and not just an experimental error and it could be caused by one of two 

effects. First of all the sigma-pi interaction could have changed in 

such a manner as to lower the Q value. If this were the case and if the 

third coupling constant were still 0.6 and caused by negative spin density 

the Q for hexatriene would have to be around 21.8. Changes in Q of thi~ 

order are certainly not impossible but it seems to be a rather large 

shift for two such similar molecules. The more likely explanation would 

be that the effect of eliminating the methylene group was to rearrange the 

pi-electron density such that the spin density at position 4 (position 2 

in hexatriene) was no longer negative. A positive spin density coupling 

constant;;of 0.4 gauss at position 2 would be sufficient to account for the 

shifts in the larger coupling constants without any change in the value 

.,· 
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of Q. The comparison of Ruckel, McLachlan) and experimental coupling con-

stants in Table. XVII, indicates that electron correlation has a considerable 

effect in cycloheptatriene, and it would not be surprising that this 

correlation effect would be sensitive to the removal of the methylene 

group. Obviously better data are needed for more quantitative arguments 

and further work along this line is in progress. 

D. Nitrosobenzene and Nitrobenzene 

We have prepared the radical anions of nitros'obenzene (c6H
5
No) and· 

nitrobenzene (c6H
5

No
2

) by electrolysis in liquid ammonia solution. The 

nitrosob~nzene radical anion shows two ortho and two meta proton coupling 

constants which can be explained by simple theoretical models. The 

nitrobenzene radical anion was prepared in liquid ammonia as a reference 

d 'ft 81 an to compare solvent sh1 s. 

The observed. spectrum of the reddish-brown nitrosobenzene radical 

anion is shown in Fig. 18. This radical appears to be quite stable at 

-78oc. in liquid ammonia solution. It is far more stable than any of 

the other radicals so far discussed and is probably more stable than even 

nitrobenzene. The spectrum consists of 30 principal lines which are 

further split by small amounts. On the basis of the 30 principal lines 

one can readily determine the N
14, the single para proton, and average 

values for both the ortho and meta coupling constants. The larger value 

can be assigned to the ortho protons in analogy to nitrobenzene. The 

add.itional splittings can only be accounted for if it is assumed that 

nitrosobenzene has two ortho protons differing by 0.30 gauss. A similar 

difference for the meta protons of 0.18 gauss can .be determined from the 

intensity ratios within its triplets. The calculated spectrum in Fig. 19 
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Fig. 19 

MU-35085 



shows the excellent agreement with experiment for the coupling constants 

given in Table XVIII. 

The two ortho and two meta coupling constants must arise from the 

effects of a non-linear C-N-0 group. This group must be held fairly rigid~y 

in a planar conformation or else the difference in coupling constants would 

be averaged out by rapid ipternal rotation. This is similar to the case 

of nitrobenzene: but the symmetry of nitrobenzene does not allow us to 

determine directly the effects of the N-0 bond on the coupling of the 

. ring protons. 

A theoretical interpretation of this effect can be included in a 

Huckel LCAO molecular orbital calculation of the spin densities'in either 

of two ways. One can either utilize a small resonance integral between 

the oxygen and. the nearby ortho carbon (betveen positions 1 and 8) or 

describe the polarization effects of the nitroso group by changing the 

Coulomb integral of one ortho carbon atom. Rieger and Fraenke194 used 

the latter method. and Stone and Maki
84 

used both methods to account for 

similar asymmetries in substituted benzaldehydes. Stone and Maki referred to 

these as the ~- and ~-effects respectively. If one uses the approximate 

configuration treatment of McLachlan with the parameters recommended by 

81 • 1 · · 6o Reiger and. Fraenkel but with oN = 3 oN and with r 18 = 0.05 or 

o8 = -0.07 then one obtains the theoretical proton coupling constants given 

for nitrosobenzene in Table XVIII. 

It can be seen from Table XVIII that either a small value for the 

resonance integral between the oxygen ffnd its nearby ortho carbon or a 

small change in the nearby ortho carbon Coulomb integral yields a satis-

factory explanation of the two ortho and meta coupling constants· As 

84 previously observed these two effects are seen to work in opposite d.irec-

tions and we are unable to distinguish between them. An arbitrary 
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Table XVIII. Coupling Constants for Nitrosobenzene 
and Nitrobenzene Radical Anionsa 

Position Obs. b 

Nitrogen-2 7. 97±.01 

Para H-6 2.97±.02 

Ortho H-4 ( 3 .. e1~±.o2 

-8 
~ . 

\ 4.14±. 02 

Meta H-5 r 0.96±.02 

-7 ll-14±.02 

Absolute magnitudes in gauss 

Bracketed values may be interchanged 

;. • .. d 
j3 effect 

4.43 

3.68 

4.03 

1.08 

1.22 

Cal.c 
e 

a effect 

4.54 

4.02 

3-67 

1.22 

1.06 

Calculated with 50 = 1.4, oN= 0.733, YNO = 1.67, YeN= 1.2, and 

QCHH = 23.7. The meta. positions have negative spin density. 

Using Yeo = 0.05 between positions 1 and 8. 

p
3 

= o.oo86. 

Usipg o8 = -0.07. 

adjustment of parameters can improve the agreement .with the values in Table 

XVIII particularly for the para position. This effect may be seen in 

Table XIX where we have listed the results obtained by performing the 

McLachlan calculation with various values of 5N: 
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Table XIX. 
. b 

Calculated Proton Coupling Constants 

for Ni trosobenzene Radical Anion~ 
:"· 

Position 
Value of 6N 4 5 6 7 8 

o.8o 3·59 1.07 4.26 1.23 3-99 
1.00 3.41 1.08 3.81 1.22 3-77 
1.20 3-20 1.07 3-36 1.20 3-53 
1.40 2-97 1.07 2. 92 1.18 3.28 
1.60 2.74 1.07 2.49 1.16 3-02 
1.80 2-51 1.07 2.06 1.15 2.76 
2.00 2.29 1.08 1.64 1.15 2.51 
2.20 2.10 1.10 1.24 1.15 2.28 

Expt. 3.84 0.96 2-97 1.14 4.14 

a Absolute magnitudes in gauss. 

b 
Calculated with 5

0 
==. L 4, 1.67, VCN == 1.2, Q == 23. 7, and. YNO 

y18 == o.o6. 

-"' . 
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In Table xX we give our observed values for the radical anion of 

nitrobenzene in liquid ammonia. The radical anion was prepared by the 

electrolytic reduction.of a 5Xl0- 3 !:i solution 0.1 Min sodium iodide. 

The spectrum was independent of temperature from -40 to -78°C. Also given 

are values for nitrobenzene dissolved. in dimethylformarnide 7 

81 
acetonitrile 7 

33 

and 50% water in acetonitrile 7
82 

respectively. It can be seen from Table 

XX that the sol vent shift for nitrobenzene in liquid ammonia is inter-

mediate between acetonitrile and 50% water in acetonitrile. 

. 82 . Ludwlg et al. have recently related the large solvent shlfts for 

nitrobenzene radical anion to the formation of hydrogen bonds with the 

solvent. Since acetonitrile and. liquid ammonia have essentially the same 

value for their dielectric constants the shift cannot be explained entirely 

by the simple polarity of the solvent. Since liquid ammonia is a more 

.protic solvent than is acetonitrile 7 its position in the solvent shifts 

in Table XX is consistent with some type of hydrogen bonding. However 7 

it can also be seen from Table XX that the calculation of Reiger and . 

Fraenkel
81 

which is based. upon a variable oxygen coulomb integral is a 

very satisfactory qualitative interpretation of the shift in the ni tr.ogen 

and. proton coupling constants in a wide variety of solvents. 

E. Cyclooctatetraene 

By far the most dramatic solvent effect which we have observed in 

llliquid. ammonia is in the radical anion of cyclooctatetraene. This radical 

has been prepared. by Katz and. Strauss83 by alkali metal reduction in tetra-

hydrofuran. They observed a spectrum due to eight equivalent protons'. 

with a coupling constant of 3.209±0.007 gauss. From the intensity of the 

radical spectrum they concluded. that the equilibrium for the dispropor-

tionation reaction 

j' 

• r 
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Position 

N 

Para 

Ortho 

Meta 

a Ref. 81 
b Ref. 33 
c 

Ref. 82 
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Table XX. Nitrobenzene Radical Anion Coupling 

Constant Solvent Shifts 

Ammonia Dimethyl- Acetonitrile b 
formamid.ea 

11.46 9·70 10.32 

3·89 1+·03 3·97 

3.42 3·36 3·39 

l.ll 1.07 1.09 

. 2-= R + R 

was shifted far to the right. 

~o% H2o 
1n 
CH

3
CNc 

13·59 

3·54 

3.44 

1.12 

(51) 

We have prepared. the radical anion of cyclooctatetraene by elec-

trply,sis of a dilute solution of the hydrocarbon in liquid ammonia. The 

solution was saturated with tetramethylammonium iodide. The spectrum was 

found to be that of eight equivalent protons v1ith coupling constant 

3·278±0.004 gauss. The one striking feature of the spectrum was its 

* high intensity and. extreme stability. Although no quantitative measurements 

* The radical spectrum was so strong:; that trace amounts of hydrocarbon 

remaining in the vacuum system contaminated the system, and nothing but 

cyc~ootatetraene spectra could be produced for several days after the 

initial experiment. 

,, 
') 
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were made it seems safe to conclude that the effect of switching solvents 

from tetrahyd.rofuran to ammonia was to shift equilibrium 51 drastically to 

the;left. The effect was so pronounced that it is doubtful that this can 

be looked upon as a solvent perturbation. It seems more likely that the 

entire chemistry including ion 9-issociation and. perhaps even geometry of 

the molecular species changes when ammonia is used.. Further work on the 

chernistry of this system is now in progress. 89 

One additional interesting feature of ,this system is the change in 

coupling constant of 0. 069 gauss .. Although far larger coupling constant 

. 81 
so:,Lvent shifts have been prevlously observed, symmetry considerations 

in this molecule require a different mechanism than is usually thought to 

be responsible. Ordinary solvent shifts are usually regarded as arising 

from a redistribution of the unpa:tred. pi-electron spin density caused by 

solvent perturbations. Since coupling constants are related to unpaired 

spin density distribution by Eq. (7) this would. bring about a coupling 

constant shift. In this molecule however symmetry considerations require 

that one-eighth of the e>dd electron reside on each carbon atom. Thus the 

quantity effected by the solvent perturbation is. the sigma-pi interaction 

parameter Q. This Q-shift is small (6Q = 0.55 gauss) as would. be expected 

but is certainly larger than experimental error. A variation of the Q 

of the benzene radical anion with temperature has been observed. by 

Fessenden and. Ogawa. 90 The variation in this case is about the same orde.r 

of magnitude as we have observed in cyclooctatetraene and is in the 

direction of producing lower Q values at lower.temperatures. Although a 

detailed theoretical consideration of these effects is complex and quite 

outside the scope of this work, we note that a mechanism involving ion 

pairing would be consistent with the direction of the shift in both of 

these cases. 

., 
) 
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APPENDIX I 

Fortran II Computer Program ESR IV 

The theoretical calculations-and drawings in chapter four were done 

with the aid of the computer program ESR IV. This program uses the same 

basic method of calculation as the program ESR III developed by Stone 

84 
and Maki with the exception that ESR III will )1and.le directly only 4 

equivalent I = ~ and 3 equivalent I.= 1 nuclei while ESR IV will handle 

* any number of equivalent nuclei. The principal d.ifference is in the 

output. 

ESR IV has deleted the three types of output available in ESR III 

and uses a California Computer Co. digital x-y plotter as an output device. 

The program makes use of the binary subroutine.package J6 XYP2 MOD
85 

which is usable only on an IBM 7094 computer. The 7094 produces a tape 

which is used as input to an IBM 1401 (or 1460) computer which drives the 

plotter. The 1401 is under control of the IBM 1401 PARASITE PLOT Program 

and. any future changes in this program will probably require changes· in 

ESR IV. 

There are two basic outputs available with ESR IV. The first pro-

duces a plot of the spectrum with the name of the problem lettered above 

it for identification and nothing else. All input information is written 

on the 1094 monitor print tape for ordinary 1403 printing. The second 

output in addition provides a one-inch grid with the horizontal axis 

labeled. in gauss and prints the input data on the graph itself to the 

right of the spectrum if the spectrum involves only one species. If more 

than one species is involved, the program leaves room for printed data 

to be stapled next to the spectrum and prints the input data on the 1403. 

* The author would like to thank Drs. Stone and Maki for a listing and 
deck of their program. 

. . -
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The second. output is rather elegant but uses a great deal of plotter 

time (up to 15 minutes per graph) to draw the grid. and print the input 

data. The first ovtput is not quite as pleasing but probably uses a 

maximum of 30 seconds of plotter time. In regard to 7094 time, ESR IV 

is somewhat faster than ESR III regardless of which output is used. 

The data card.s are divided into group A, which applies to the entire 

problem, and. group B, which applies to one species. There must be a set 

of group B for each species to be superimposed, and they are stacked in· 

'any order after group A. Definitions of all input variables are given 

·after the following list of data cards. Each card must be included unless 

otherwise ind.icated. 

FORMAT 

(l2A6) 

(214) 

(2Fl2.6, Il2) 

(l2A6) 

(214) 

(3Fl2.6) 

(6(I4, F8.3)) 

(6(I4, F8.3)) 

CONTENTS COMMENTS 

Group A 

ANAME(I), I = 1,12 

NSPEX ;- KSHAPE 

GPI, HIY, LETTER 

Group B 

BNAME(I), I 1,12 

NA,NB 

WEIGHT, WLINE, ·PHASE 

NQA(I), A(I), I l, NA May be omitted. if NA 0 

NQB(I), A(I), I = l, NB May be omitted if NB = 0 

As many calculations may be stacked on top of each other as desired. 

At the end. of the entire data deck there must be two blank cards. 



A NAME 

NSPEX 

KSHA.PE 

GPI 

HIY 

LETTER 

BNA.ME 

NA 

NB 

WEIGHT 

WLINE 

PHASE 

NQA(I) 

A(I) 

NQB(I)(. 
B(I) ) 
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Definitions of Input Variables 

The name of the problem. This will be lettered across 

the top of the graph. 

The total number of species whose spectra are to be 

superimposed. 

If zero, Lorentzian lineshape selected; Gaussian 

lineshape for non-zero. 

Horizontal scale of spectrum in gauss per inch. 

Height of largest peak of experimental spectrum in 

inches. Must be less than ten. 

If zero, output consists of spectrum and title only. 

If non-zero) grid. and input data plotted. 

The name of each species. Will be printed or typed 

above the input data for that species. 

The total number of different coupling constants with 

1 
I = 2· 

Tne total number of different coupling constants with 

I = 1. 

The relative abundance of the species_. If there is 

only one species any positive number may be used. 

The linewidth in gauss. 

If +1. 0 lines will look like this: l.n-· ) . 
~1;-If -1.0 lines will look like this: 

1 The number of equivalent I = 2 nuclei having the Ith 

coupling constant. 

1 
The Ith coupling constant for nuclei with I = 2' in gauss. 

The corresponding variables for nuclei with I = 1. 

'l 
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Example: The. use of ESR IV is illustrated by the following example. 

The experimental spectrum appears to consist of 2 species with the same 

g-factor. Species A) in 20% abundance has hyperfine structure from 5 

equivalent nitrogens with A = 2.35 gauss. The linewidth is 0.135 gauss. 

Species B) in So% abundance) has hyperfine structure from 2 equivalent 

protons) with A= 3-59 gauss. The linewidth is 0.180 gauss. The highest 

line measures 4. 25 inches peak-to-peak) and the total width of the spec-

trum is 14.72 inches. Full output is desired) and the lines look like 

this: --J'-
The data cards will appear exactly as shmm below) where - represents a 

blank space. 

-FICTITIOUS-EXAMPLE 

---2---0 

-------0.399-------4.252--------1 

-SPECIES-A 

---0---1 

-------2.000-------0.135--------+1.0 

---5---2.350 

-SPECIES-B 

---1---0 

-------8. 000-------0.180;:.;.,...,..;...-;":.;; . .;:+ l. 0 

---2---3-590 

Blank ( 

; Blank J (if this is the only spectrum being run) 

It will be noted that with clever handling of the input data one can 

produce the full spectrum) deal with nuclear spins greater than 1) deal 
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with two or more species of different g value) and do various other 

things not explicitly written into the program. 

The listing of the Fortran program is as follows: 

• 



.. 
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<> 4002C7 L:PR ., 
..J 0CN LEVY 

" LABEL 
Ct::l'~.lV SPt:CfRLJ~\ SIMULATCR PROGR-\M 
C STATEMENT NU~BERS USED IN fHE FCLU~ING PROCRA~ ARE 1-180, 230-~32, 551, 
C 610-615, 711, 1001-IU~S, tlOl, 1106, 1111-1112, L2Cl-l2C7, 13Cl-1J02, 
c 1J04-l307, 1401-1419, 1751, 1801~180&, 2.601-2610, ~800, 2802, 3001-3010, 
C 3101-:3105, 3101, ~CCL, ')0.J6, 6001-600:>, 70G1-70!0, dOvl-8023, 9C03-90Ul 

8 

DIMEN~IDN ANAME(l)l, YA(3 1 6GUUl, rlNAME!l~J, ~QA(~0l 1 A(50J, 
1NQR!5Cl, P.('.Ju), ~CALE(2), hGLOC22), ALPiiA(l2) 
FR[CLJI~NCY 612!32·:l,22(G,1,11JJ,27(0,.3,1),3i.J(0,1,10), 

1 3 <; ( 4 l , 4 3 ( 0 , ·3 , l ) , 4 '• ( l ) , 58 ( J 2 D ) , 6 1• ( i..i , l , 1 G ) , 6 :. ! '• l , 7 1 ( 3 0 0 C· l , 
1 7 2 ( H , 1 0 , 3 , l ) , 7 8 ( R , l u , 'j , 1 l , 7 9 ( 1 , 0 , 5 l , 3 2 ( l , C , ~; l , 8 4 ( l , 0, 5 l , 8 7 ( l , 0, 5) , 
1 e s < 1 , c , s > , <-J 1 r 1 , c , ') > , 94 c 1 , 'J • ~ > , 96 < 1 , o, :. > , 9 A ! 1 , c, ? 1 • 1 c c, < 1 .·o , ? > , 
lll2!0,3,llvll3(l~,ll9(300UI,l20(0,0,bl,l28(G,(,SJ,1291l,O,~l, 

1131(1,0,5),1~4(1,( ,5),136(1,0,5),l~H(l,J,5),140(1,0,5),14J(l,C,5), 

l145{t,O,Sl,l47(l,C,5l,l49(l,C,5l,l':)l(l,O,Sl,l53(1,0,51,16615000J, 
1174(SC00l 7 t79(~CO\ l 1 711(0,1,10) 
FRt:<~Ur~NCY 2602(5), 26G4(1U.l,2l, 30\i2(ll, }004(10, l, 2), 

1 3 1 0 1 ( \' ' 1 5 • 1 ) • J l 0 2 ( u ' 2 , l ) • J l 0 ~ ( 0 ' l 5 , t ) , j 1 u 4 ( 0 • 1 5 , 1 l ' 
13105(0,1?,1), 9ClS{4,1,2lr 9017(0,1,51, ~UOH!l0), 3107(•:J,l,l), 
1 8 CO 1 ( c. , J r l l , 8 0 C -, ( 0 , 1 :> , 1 l , R 0 14 ( 0 , 1 , 1 0 ) , H (, l :) ( ::> ) , 7 U 0;:. ( U, t, l 0 0 l , 
lBCl8(0,3,ll, .80l9(ll, 7007(0,l,l00l, 6002(20), l801(500o'Jl~ 
1 14 o 6 c o , 1 , Ll , u. o 7 co , 1 , ll , 14 c n 1 o , 1 , 1l , 14 u 1 < c , 1 , u , 

•1 l'•C210, 1, ll, U.OJ(CJ, l, l), 1404(0, 1, ll, l4U?(C, 1r li, 
1 1409(0, 1. 1) 

PRINT ll 
ll FCRMA1 (2JH MOUrd BLA!'<K Tl~P[ ON 85 

CALL ?AUSE 
1 CALL CALS[f (15) 
2 FCiUlA r (JF 12.6) 
3 ANAME(1),;606060C/UL30 
4 FGRMAT(121\6) 

READ iNPUT TAPE 2,4,{1\NAM~!Il,I=2,l3~ 
READ 1NPUT 11\PE 2,8, NSPEX, KSHAPE 

5 
7 

711 
9 

3102 
l4Cl 

6 
2800 

2802 

8 
10 
12 
.l3 
14 
1 5 

~ l 0 
17 
18 

3103 
1402 

19 
20 

IF (N~P~X) 231, 231, 9 
R~AO INPUT TARE 2, 12, GPL, HIY, L[TTER 
IF (:-JSPfX - ll l4Cl, 1401, 6 
I~ (LfTT~Rl 10, 6, 10 
WRITE OUfPUT TAPE 3, 2800 
FOR~I\f (11HliNPLT UATA 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPf ~. ~802 
FORMAT (2H ) 
WRfTC OUTPUT TAPE 3,4,{ANAME!ll,l=2,13) 
FGR~IAT (2l'•l 
B~AME(l) = 606060070230 
FORMAl (2Fl2.6, 112 ) 
NSPECo::O 
NHAFMX=O 
oc 16 !=1,6000 
Y~(3,l)=O.O 

NSPEC'-'NSPCC+1 
READ INPUT lAPE 2,4,{DNAME(!),I=2,13l 
IF !NSPEX- l.l 14\:2, 1402, 19 
lFCLETTERl 20, 19, 20 
WRITE OUTPUT lAP£ ~,4, CBNA~E!ll. I=2rlJl 
READ INPUT TAPE 2,8,NA,NB 



c 
c 

c 
c 

.<'1 
22 
23 
24 

3lu4 
1403 

25 
26 

2601 
2602 
2603 
26C4 
2605 
2606 
2607 
2608 
2609 
2610 

27 
2B 

3105 
14 CJ'• 

29 
.30, 

3001 
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READ ·INPUT TAPE 2,2, hEIGHT, kLINE, PHA~E 
I F ( NJ\ l 2 7, Z"l, 2 3 
~£AD INPUT T.\PE 2,24,(i\C:A(L},A!ll,l=l,I\A) 
FORI'<Af(6{ !4,F8.3) l 
IF (N::.Pi:X- ll 14r.'3, 1403, .25 
IF (U:TrERl 2o0l, l:i, 2601 
WKITt: CUfi"UT TAPE 3,26,(Ni;A({),A(ll.I=l,N/>l 
FCRMAf (10X,I3,27~ EQUIVALENT, f:Q.~, ~ITH A= ,Fl2.6,6H GAUSS l 
STATE~ENtS NUM~ERCD f~ENTY-SIX HUND~EO TAKE ~ARE OF ThE 
POSSIHLlfY OF MCK( THAN 4, 1=0.5, ~CU!VALENT COUPLING CO~STANTS 
NTA=N.'\ 
DO 26l0 L=l, NTA 
NTEMP = NWAILl -4 
lF (!'H(I•lP) 2610, 21.>40, 260:'> 
NQI\(Ll = NQA(Ll - 4 

NA = :C•A + l 
".!CA(NAl = 4 
A (~A l = A ( Ll 
GO TO 2o03 
CONT U;U[ 
IF ( Nt< l 3101 • .HOl, 28 
Rt:l\0 !NPUT TAPE Z,24.C!I:C6(!),0(I),I=l,I\Ol 
!F (N~PEX- 1) l4t•4• 1404, 29 
IF (LETTeR) 3001, 29o JOOl 
~RITE OUTPUT TAPE 3,3C,CNC81IlrRillri=l,NBl 
FCR~\Af (10X,IJ,27h EQUIVALENT, I=l.C!, wiTH A= ,Fl2.6,6H G•\USS ) 

STA EMENTS NUMBI.:"\:20 fHRE.: THOUSAND T AKt: CAI{f. llF 1 HE POSS !81L l fY 
OF MOi-;[ THAN :3 E.QlllVALE~"-;T, I=l, CUUPLli\G CU,'JSTMHS 
NTB = NB 

30C2 DC 3010 L=l, ~JTB 

3003 NTEMP = NQ\>(L) - 3 
3004 If(NTEMPl 3010,30l0,3G05 1 . 

3005 NQ~(L) = NQ~(Ll - 3 
3006 N?. = NC + l 
300 7 N(.;O PW l = 3 
30CA B!~Bl = Slll 
3009 GO TO 3003 
3010 CONTINUE 
:HOl IF IN::.PEX- ll 14•1 5, 1405, 31 
140~ IF (Li:TTER). J::l, jl, 33 

31 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3,32,WEIGHT,WLINE 
32 FORMI\f(l~X,15HSPECIES WEIGHT= Fl2.6,l~H AND LlNEWIDfH~ Fl2.6, 

l6H GAUSS ) 
33 DO 3:) I=lr2 
34 00 35 J=l,bOCu 
35 YA(I,J l=O.O 
36 W ID=O. 0 
37 Tf.:NS=l.O 
JB IF (Nfl) 43,43,39 
39 DO 42 I=l.NA 
40 <\NQ=NiJA (I l 
41 WIO=WID+(ANQ~A(l)) 

42 fiNS=TENS~(2.Go*AN~l 
43 IF (N>·,J 48r4Hr44 
44 00 47 !=l,NC 
45 BNQ=NtlP.(ll 



... 

• 

~ .. 

·---·-·-~< -·-·-··--~--- =-~--=··--""""=··=-------~ 

46 
47 
48 
49 
so 
51 
52 
S3 
54 
55 

5S 1 
.56 
57 
~u 
::>9 
60 
61 

610 
611 
612 
613 
614 
61~ 

62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
7~ 

76 
77 
78 
79 
()0 

81 
82 
83 
()4 
85 
H6 
e7 
88 
H9 
90 
91 
92 
<13 
94 
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WID=~JD+(2.0~BNC~u(l)l 

TENS~fENS~(J.C~•B~Ql 

HAF=!-i1DI2.0 
Nl='l>lllNE/0.005 
NGEN=l6<>:'-.JI 
N(]RG=8<>Nl 
ORIG!~=O.C05~FLCArFtNORGl 
NhAF =i<ORG+ I R ( HAF IC. uO:J l 
W=Wl I r·:E 
TE~FAC=~HASE<>hEIGHTITENS 

IF (KSHAP~l 6L1,5G,6ll 
TA=-lc>. * ( 1-i<>-~>Jl 
TP.=3.·•·(W~><>2l 

l)() 61 !:l,NGEN 
XI= I 
XA=(Xl<>0.005l-ORIGIN 
VA ( l, l l = ( TENF AC.,. T A .. XA l I ( ( 4. <> ( XA" <>2 l +Till "* 2 l 
GO TO 62 
Tt\= -(W<>G-2) 
00 6JS I=l,NCt:N 
XI=I 
XA=(Xl<>O.OOSl-ORJGI~ 
Y A ( l , I l = T [ N FA C '-' ( X ,, I T A l ~ EXt> F ( ( X A <> "2 l I T A l 
l ENG H!=NGC•'J. 
NY=l 
IF. (NA) 112,112,&::> 
DC 111 K=l,"JI\ 
r~EQ=NUA ( K l 
KUPL=1\ ( Kl 10.005 
LENGTII=LENGTH+! f\EQ .. I\UPL) 
LENGTH=XMINOF(l(NGTH,NHAFl 
AK=A(Kl 
DO lCu I=l,LENGTH' 
GO TO (76,75,74,71J,NC:Q 
I4=l-lR(4.<>AKI.CO~l 
I3=I-IR(3.<>AKI.CO~) 

I2=I-IR!2.~AKI.OO~l 

ll=I-IR!AKI.005l 
YPLUS=O.O 
G 0 T U ( 7':1 , 8 2 , H 7 , 9'• l , N f Q 

IF(Ill 102,10~~80 
YPLUS'"Yl1 (NY, f l l 
GO TO 102 
IF !Ill 102,102,83 
YPLUS= 2. "YA(NY.I ll 
IF ([2) l02,102,H:J 
YPLUS= YPLUS+YA(NY,I2) 
GO TO lC2 
IF (Ill 102,102,88 
YPLUS=3.<>YA(NY,Ill 
IF (12) 102,10~,90 

YPLUS=YPLUS+3.~Y~(NY,12) 

1 F ( U l l 02, l 02, <.J2 
YPLUS=YPLUS+YA(NY,I3) 
GO TO 102 
IF (ll) 102,102,95 

·7 
·~. "( . 
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95 YPLUS~4.~YA!NY,I1l 
96 If ( 12) 102,10:0,'H 
97 YPLUS=YPLUS•6.•YA{NY,I2l 
98 IF (IJ) 10:0,1()2,·~9 

99 YPLUS=YPLUS•4.~YA(NY,I3l 
100 IF ( 14) 1 CL , 1 C 2 , l .: 1 
101 YPLUS=YPLUS+YA{~Y,I4l • 
1C2 GO TO ( 105.103) ,NY 
103 Y.t-. ( 1, I l =VA ( 2, I l o~-YPLUS 
104 GO TO 106 
1G5 Y ,\ { 2 , 1 l = Y II ( l , I l • Y ~' L US 
1.06 CON T U;Uf: 
107 GG ro (108r110),NY 
l08 NY;;;~2 

109 GO TO 111 
110 NY=1 
111 CONTI"JU[ 
112 IF (N[S) 165,165,113 
1U 00 16'• K=1,NB 
ll4 N[Q=NQB(K) 
115 KUPL=ll(Kl/.005 
116 LENGTH=LENG1H+2~N:Q•KUPL 
117 LENGTH=XMINCF!LEN0THr~HAFl 
118 BK=f:\(K) 
119 DO 15•:1 I=lrLEI;GIH 
120 GC .TO (125,12J,l2L),N[Q 
121 I6=1-IR(6.~oK/.CO~l 

122 I5=I-IR(5.*BK/.C05l 
123 I4=1-IR(4.*BK/.CJ~l 
124 !3=1-lR(J.~BK/.00~1 
125 I2=I-IR(2.•BK/.C05) 
126 r 1= r-r R 'H K/. 0(,5l •] 

127 YPLUS=O.O .. 
i 

128 GO TO (129,1J4,14Jl,NCC ' 
129 IF <Ill 155,15'l.l3t.' 
130 YPLUS=YA(NY,Ill 
LH IF ( I L) 1 55 , 1 55 , L> 2 
132 YPLUS=YPLG~~Y~(~Y,l2l 
133 GO TO 155 
U4 I:= (Ill 155,155,135 
.135 YPLUS=2.•YA{NY,Ill 
l36 IF (ILl 155,!55,1.)7 
137 YPLUS=YPLUS+3.<>YA!NY,I2) 
U8 IF !Ul lSS,lS5,lJ9 
1.39 YPLUS=YPLUS+2.~YA(NY 7 IJl 
140 IF ( I '• l l? 5, 15 5 , 1 '• l 
141 YPLUS=YPLUS?YA(NY,I4l 
142 GO TO 155 
143 IF ( [ i) 1?'5,15?,144 
144 YPLUS=3.~YA(NY,lll 
1'•5 If ( Il.l 15 5 • 15:; , l't 6 
146 YPLUS=YPLUS+6.•YA!NYr12) 
14 7 IF (13) 15S.l5S,148 
148 YPLUS=YPLUS+7.oYA(NY,I3) 
149 IF ( 1 '• l l55,15S,l'.t0 
l::>O YPLUS=YPLUS+6.•YA!NYrl4) 
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151 
1.~2 
1~3 
154 
155 
156 
1'57 
1")8 
159 
160 
161 
162 
163 
l61.t 
165 
166 
167 
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IF (f~l l55,15~,1j2 

YPLUS=YPLUS+3.~YA(NY,15l 

I F ( ! 6 l 1 5 ~ .1 ~ 5 .1 •; 4 
YPUJS=YPLUS+Y.<). p,y, 16) 
GO TO ( lS8,156l ,i~Y 
Y~( l,I l=YA(2,1 l+Yi-'LUS 
GO TO 1'>9 
YA(2,1 l=YA(l,I l+Yf'LuS 
co~ r r :\l Lit:: 
GU TO (l6l,iu:n,NY 
NY=2 
GC TO 164 
t'Y= 1 
CONT I:W[ 
IREAD=IIJHAF+l 
00 i6fl l=l,NHAF 
!RE/\0-=IREAD-1 

168 YA(3 7 ll=Y4(3 7 ll+YA(NY,IR~AOJ 
169 [r (NhAF-NHAFl''.Xl 172,172,170 
170 NHAFMX=I\H/\F 

· 171. NORG~~X=NORG 

172 IF (N~PEX-~SP:CJ 173,173,17 
1-13 Y~fiX=O. 0 
174 DO 17e I=l,NH/\F~X 

17':i YY=YA(3,IJ 
1751 Y,Y=AI:3SF(YY) 

176 [F (YY-YMAXJ 178,178,177 
177 Y.'-!AX=YY 
178 CONTI'iU[ 
179 DO 18U [=l,NHAFMX 

AMULT = HIY/(Z.O•YMAXJ 
lHO Yl\(3.1) =- AMULT<>Y,\(J,I) + ~.0 

1.806 GRALN=FLOATF(NHAF~Xl•0.005~(l.O/GPI)+1.0. 
C STATEt~t:NT$ 9014-'J' 18, 901.1 LCfTER THE PRtiflLE!~ NAME ACHOSS 
C THE TOP OF THE GR~PH 

S014 l[THIT=XFIXF(lU.OcGRALN/7L.Ol 
9015 IF(LETHif-4) 9017 7 9017, 9016 
9016 Li::THIT = 4 
90!7 IF(LETHITJ 9018, 9018, 9003 
9018 L(THif=l 
S003 CALL SETGPHIGRALN, 10.0, J.SOJ 
1406 IF (LcTTEf{). 9004, 9Gll, 9·)04 
9004 CALL fRAME CO.lC, 0.10) 
90G5 DO 90U7 I=l,J, 2 
CJ006 CALL XLN(G.O, GRALN, FLOATFCil, O.C) 

CALL XLN (G~ALN, G.U, FLOATF(l + ll, O.G) 
9007 CONTII\'U( 

ou 1111 r = 6, o, 2 
CALL XLN ( O.G, G~ALN, FLOATFIIJ, 0.0) 
CALL XLN !GRALN, (;.C, FLOI\TF(l + l), O.Ol 

llll CONT l'.;U[ 
S0l2 Jf~D = XFIXFCGRAL~J - 1 
1.407 IF ( Ll:T TER l 9008, 901.1, 9.J08 
G008 DO 9010 I=l, Jt:N:J, L 
S 0 0 9 C J\ L l Y U~ ( 0 • J , 1 0 • 0 , F U1A f F ( l l , 0 • G l 

• CALL YL~IlO.O, C.0, FLOATFCI + l), O.Ol 
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90!.0 CONTI~Uf:O 
. 3107 IF!JE~O- 2~!JE~D/2ll 1112, 1112, ~011 

1112 CALL YUH 0. 0 , 1 C. 1: , F L 0 AT f ( J E 1\0 + 1) • C • 0 l 
9011 CALL LTR(C.U, lC.l, LETHIT, O, ANAMEl 
1408 IF !L:::TTtOI{l 8001, 1409, 8001 

C STATEMENTS SOU1-HC2J PUT THE kEST OF TH~ L~TTE~ING,eUT NONC OF THE 
C HOLERITH ~WI~3ERL';(,, ON THi: GRAPH 

8001 IF (KSHAPE) 1001, 100~, 1001 
BlOQl ALPHA!ll 011030272164 
0 ALPHA!2) 62623l2l't56C 
R ALPHA[J) 43Jl4~2~62jC 
G ~LPHAi4l 214725606060 

8002 CALL LTR( GRALN + 1.0, 10.3, 1, O, ALPHA) 
0003 GO TO 1003 

81002 ALPHA!ll 020030434651 
8 ALPHA!2) 254563113121 
B ALPHA!3l 456043:>14:>2~ 
B ALPHA(41 623021472560 

80C4 CALL LTR (GRALN + 1.0, lO.J, l, O, ALP~Al 
81003 ALPHA(ll 031030~046Sl 
6 ALPHA!2l 317146456321 
B ALPHA(3l 436062i32143 
B ALPHA!4) 25l360o0606C 
B ALPHA(5) 606060272164 
8 ALPHAI6l 626260~725j1 

B ALPHA!7l 60314S~33060 
8005 CALL LTR IGRAL"J + 1.0, iO.l, L, C, ''LPhAJ 
5001 CALL LJR.,\IUM !GPI, G1\ALN + 2.7, 1'0.1., lr 0) 
5006 CALL LTRNUM IHIY, GRALN + 2.3, 9.9, 1, 0) 

B ALPHA(!) 031130432151 
R ALPHA(2) 272562bJ6043 
H ALPHA(Jl 31~:>2SlJ6000 
B ALPHAI41 606060606031 
8 ALPHA(5) 452330256260 
B ALPHAI61 472S2142l463 
H AL~HA(7) 461447252142 

8006 Ci\Ll LTR !GRALN + 1.0, 9.~, l, O, ALPHA) 
8007 IF!NS,JEX-ll BG08, HOD, 8.J03 
8008 CALL YLN 10.0, 10.0, GRALN + 7.0, 0.0) 
8009 CALL YLN (0.0, lO.C, GHALN + 22.0, 0.0) 

8 ' 1\LPHA ( 1) 0307306-~46L•6 
8 · ALPHA(2l - 604421~57060 
B ALPHA(3l 62472~23Jl2~ 
8 ALPHA(4) = 626063466043 
8 ALPHA15l 2563632S5160 
8 ALPHA(6) Jl4547~463G0 

B ALPHA(7l 242163216060 
8010 CALL LTR !GRALN + 9.0, 5.6, J, O, ALPHA) 

B ALPHA(l) 021030626321 
8 ALPHA(21 47432S~06370 
H ALPHA(3) 472524!.03145 
6 ALPHA(4) 476463602421 
R ALPHA(5) 63'2160302551. 
8 ALPHA(6) 25606060b060 

8011 CALL LTR (GRALN + 8.8, 6.2, 3, O, ALPHA) 
8012 GO TO 1004 
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8013 CALL LTR IG~ALN • 1.0, 9.0, 1, O, G~hMEJ 

8014 IFCNAJ 1001,8018,7001 
70Gl wiDTH =' GRJ\UJ t- 2.0 
7002 0[1-'TH = 8.8 
8015 08 8017 I = 1, NA 
7CCJ:1 lFIDCi'TH - 1.0) 7G04, 7004, 7006 
7004 Dt:PTH 11.13 
7005 
7006 

fl 

WIDTH = WIDTH + 6.0 
DEPTH = O[PTH - 0.2 
ALPHAll) 040230606060 

B 
8 

r. 
8 
R 
(\ 

ALPHA(21 25~064316521 
ALPh4(3) 432~4~637360 
hLPHAl4) 3llJ0033~573 
ALPHA(~) • 60663L63J0~0 

ALPHAC6l Z11360G06000 
ALPHA(7) 606060002721 
ALPHAI8) 646262606060 

8016 CALL LTR IW!OTH, DfPTi1, lr Or ALPHA) 
l20l·CALL ~(NCON (HOLD) 
1202 WRITE OUfPUT TAPE 3, 1203, NQA(I) 
1203 FO~MAT ([6) 

81204 SCALE I 1) = 606060(·00630 
1205 SCALEl2l = HULO(ll 
1206 CALL LfR (WIDTH- 0.4, DEPTH, 1, 0, SCALEJ 
1207 CALL LTkNUN (•\!II, I.IDTH + 3.0, OfPTH, 1, OJ 
8Cl7 CONTl.~UE 
SOUl IFCNtll &019, LOC5, 801CJ 
8019 00 BOll I=l,NB 
7007 IF (0'-"PTH- 1.0) 7008,700i3o7010 
70C8 DEPTH 8.8 

8 
H 
B 
B 
G 
f', 

B 
B 

7009 
7010 

. 8020 
1301 
lJ,:;2 

Cl304 
1305 
1306 
1307 
8021 

81005 
5 
B 
8 
8 

8022 
l1C6 

.80l3 

WIOTH = WIDTH + 6.0 
DEPTH = DEPTH - 0.2 
ALPHA(ll 040230606060 
ALPHAI2) 255064~165~1 
ALPHACJ) 432545637360 
ALPHAl4l 311301J3C073 
ALPHAC5l 606631633060 
ALPHA(6) 211360606000 
ALPHA(71 606060602721 
ALPHA(8) 646262606060 

! 
I 

CALL LTR (WIOfH, iiEPfH, 1, O, ALPHA) 
CALL 3INCON (HOLOJ 
~RITE OUTPUT TAPE J, 1203, NQBIIJ 
SCALE11l = 60606060C6J0 
SCALE(2) = HOLDill 
CALL LT~ lhiDfH - 0.4, DEPTH, 1, 0, SCALE) 
CALL LTRNl.il'i (51,IJ, 'wiDTH~ 3.(), OEflTH, 1, 0) 

CONTI :~uE 
~LPHACll 020330433145 
ALPHA(%) ~566Jl246330 

ALPHAC31 136060606060 
ALPHAC4) 606060272164 
ALPHAC5l 626260606060 
CALL LT;{ CGRALN + 1.1, 8.8, lr O, ALPHA) 
CALL LTKNU~ (~LIN~, G~ALN + 2.1, 8.8, lr C) 
CALL YL~ (O.Or 10.0, hlOTrl + 8.0, u.01 
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~1004 ALPHA!ll G5JOC033COG0 
6 ALPHA!2l C06060606060 

6001 CALL LTR (-0.05, J.25, 1, l, ALPHA) 
J£:~0 = JEND + 1 

6002 OG 6G05 I=l, JE~O 
60CJ BER = FLOATF(Il•GPI 
c0C;4 CALL LJr{Nu~-~ !BER, FLO•\Tf([) +C.l5, 0.15, 1, Ll 
6GG5 .CC'Il T I'W:C 
1419 GG TO 9GD 
1409 IF (KSHAPU 141C, 1412, 1410 
1410 1-iKrTE OUfPUT rt1P:C ;S, 1411 
lltll FOrtMf\f ( 19H GAUSSIAN LIN•~SH_t,PE 

1418 GCl TO 1414 
1412 hRITE OUTPUT fAPE J, 1413 
1413 FO;{t~Al ( nH LORt::-TLli'-'N UNESHAPE 
1414 WRITE OUTPUT fAP~ 3, 1415, GP1 
141~ FORMAr ( 20H HORIZO~T4L SC~LE = , fl2.6, l5H G4U5S PER INCH I 
1416 ~RITE OUTPUf TAPE 3, 1417, HIY 

. 1417 FORMAT ( l&H LARGCST LINE = • F12.b, 20H INCHES PCAK-fO-PtAK 
9013 CALL CUHVE(O, 0, ~.0, O, 0.0, GRALN, 0.0, 10.0, 11 
1801 DO 1805 i=l, "'HAH:X 
1802 XPT = 1.0/GPI•O.OGS~FLOATF({) 
1803 YPT = YA(3,Il 
1804 CALL PLOTPT(XPT, YPTJ 
1805 CON r It1JUE 

230 GO ru 3 
231 CALL "-!DPLOT 
232 CALL CXIT 

END 

.., LAf\f.L 
1 FUNCTION II-UXI 
2 Y= IN Tf (X l 
.3 D=ABSF(X-Yl 
4 IF CD-.51 5,7,7 
5 LR=Y 
6 R:OTURN 
7 IF (XI 8,10,10 
8 IR=Y-L. 
9 RETURi; 

10. lR=Y+l. 
11 R.t:TURij 

END 

• LABEL 
S~BROUTINf LTRNUM CANUM, XBEG, ~BEG, lhiGh, LINE) 
DIME~'.J.>ION SCALE!21, HOLDC22l 

1 CALL BINCUN (HOLDl 
2 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3, 3, ANU~ 
3 FORMAl (F6.3) 

8 4 SCALE(ll = 60606060C630 
S SCAL~(2J = HOLO (ll 
6 CALL LTR CXREG, Y~EG, LHIGH, LINE, SCALE) 

XETURN 
END 

. ! 
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APPENDIX II 

Fortran IV Computer Program MO 

The four different molecular orbital calculations described in 

chapter four.were performed with the Fortran IV program package MO. This 

program will perform a Ruckel LCAO calculation (with or without overlap) 

or a McLachlan SCFcalculation depending on the values of the input data. 

It will also calculate methyl: methylene: or ring coupling constants from 

the calculated. wavefunctions. 

The heart of the program is the SHARE subroutine HDIAG which performs 

the matrix diagonalizations. The routine has been changed from Fortran II 

to Fortran IV and the statements from 1000 through 1001 inclusive have been 

added but other than that the routine is unchanged. The subroutine MEI'HYL 

contCJ.iris the formulae for calculating the methyl .and methylene coupling 

constants and the date on which these formulae were last changed. The 

date appears on the. output and allows one to easily keep track of which 

formulae were used. in any given calculation. The subroutines XEVlliRR and. 

SETFPT are monitor subroutines which supress the error comments which are 

ord.inarily printed. out on underflows. These routines are specifically 

designed for the· LRL 7044 IBSYS monitor86 and. may be superfluous or unde-

fined with a different monitor. 

The input data for a single calculation con.sists of two control 

cards and the input .H and. S matrix cards. The first card contains the 

name of the molecule and has the format l2A6. The second card defines 

the type of calculation and. contains the following data fields: 

FIELD CONTENTS 

I2 N 

ALAM 
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F6.3 Q 

I2 I ORBIT 

8(4I2) (IH(I)J IC(I)J ICPR~(I): ICDPRM(I), I 1:8) 

The definitions of these input variables are as folJ.ows: 

N 

ALAM 

Q 

I ORBIT 

IH(I) 

IC(I) 

ICPRM(I) 

ICDPRM(I) 

The order of the H and S matrices. 

The value of lambda in the McLachlan SCF 
calculation~· If zero: no McLachlan cal
culation is performed. 

The value of the sigma-pi interaction 
parameter from which ring coupling con
stants are calculated. If zero: ring 
coupling constants are not calculated. 

The orbital of the odd electron in the 
radical cation. If zero: IORBIT is ass~~ed 
to be N/2 if N is evenJ N/2 - ~ if N is odd. 

The number of the hydrogen atom in the Ith 
methyl or methylene group. 

The number of the carbon atom in the Ith 
methyl or methylene group. 

The number of the carbon atom to which the 
Ith methyl or methylene group is attached. 

The number of the second carbon atom to 
which the Ith methylene group is attached. 
If the Ith group is a methyl this is left 
blank or set equal to zero. 

As stated: all of this information goes on a single card whose format 

statement is (I2: 2F6.3, 36I2). 

After the two control cards there follows the stack of card.s giving 

the input H-matrix. Eaeh non-zero matrix element H .. is listed on a 
J.J 

separate card with format (2I4: F 64.10). The first two fields contain 

the values of I and J respectivel~ and the third field contains the value 

'of the matrix element. At the end of the H-matrix deck a blank card. is 

inserted. If an overlap calculation is to be done the S-matrix deck follows 

:r· 
c 

• - .. 
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the H matrix deck in the same manner. Only the off-diagonal overlap 

elements need be given. If the calculation is to be done neglecting overlap 

a blank card is inserted in place of the overlap deck. Of course when doing 

a McLachlan calculation there must be no overlap deck. 

As an example of the use of this program we consider an overlap 

calculation performed on the molecule 2-methylcyclohexadiene-1,3 using 

the para.'!leters of Coulson and Crawford. We wish to do a Ruckel calculation 

both with and without ove.rlap and a McLachlan calculation with lambda 

equal to 1.0. Further we wish to calculate all methyl and methylene coup-

lipg constants and all unsaturated proton coupling constants assuming a 

Q of 20.0. The numbering of the atoms is shown in Fig. 20. The data 

cards will appear exactly as shown below, where - represents a blank 

space. 

2-METHYLCYCLOHEXADIENE-1,3· SAMPLE CALCULATION. 

10--l.G0--20.0---8-7-2--10-5-4-6-9-6-5-l 

---8---8------0-5 

---9---9----- 0.5 

--10--10----- 0.5 

---7---7----- 0.1 

---6---6------0.1 

---5-~-5----- 0.1 

---4---5-----0.76 

---5---6-----0.76 

---l---6-----0.76 

---2---7-----0.76 

---5--10-----2.00 

---6---9-----2.00 

.. 
~: 
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( 10) H 2 

I (9) 
(5)c~6) /H2 
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3 

(7)C 

I 
( 8) H 3 

MU -35086 

Fig. 20 

... -

. . . 
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---7---8-----2.00 

---3---4-----l.OO 

---2---3-----l.OO 

~--l---2-----l.OO 

blank 

blank 

2-METHYLCYCLOHEXADIENE-2)3· OVERLAP CALCULATION. 

l0--------20.0---8-7-2--l0-5-4-6-9-6-5-l 

---8---8------0.5 

---9---9------0.5 

--lO--lO----- 0.5 

---7---7--~-- O.l 

---6---6------0.l 

---5---5----- O.l 

---4---5-----0.76 

---5---6-----0.76 

---l---6-----o. 76· -- · 

---2---7-----0.76 

---5--l0-----2.00 

4--6---9-----2.00 

---7---8-----2.00 . 

---3---4-----l.OO 

---2---3-----l.OO 

---l---2-~---l.OO 

blank 

---4---5-----0.l9 

---5---6-----0.l9 
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---l---6-----0.19 

---2---7-----0.19 

---5--10-----0.50 

---6---9-----0.50 

---7---8-----0.50 

---3---4-----0.25 

---2---3-----0.25 

---l---2-----0.25 

blank 

blank 

blank 

The listing of the Fortran program is as follows: .·· 

·,,. 

.. 

' .. 
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$!0 4CC7lL,MU,2C,L(VY 
$IP.JUI3 
l>!P..FTG 1-:0 
C HUCKE.L liOUCULAR CR~l l"t.l CALCULI\f!CI·i 11\C.LUO!\JC OVd~LAP 
C THIS •'kGGP.t,~: REi.:UlRL'S fH[ SU(\i<UUT!o':':S 1-'t:I.~G, ~oULf, I'ClHYL, 1\NlJ XEI"ERR 

() I IH. N ,·, I (! 'J I' ( 4 I , 4 l J , tJ ( '• L , 4 l ) , /', 1\ J\ i·: [ ( 12 ) , 1\ lJ t' ( '• l l , ;<.. ( '• l l , S ( '• 4. , 4 L ) , 
1 C ( 4 1 , 'tl J , I f. ( 'i ) , I H ( '-1 ) , l ~: P R :Oi (":;) , I CliP R I' ( '-1 ) , C h K I ((.I C '• U , H P ( 'd , A lJ 
CG~iMCl'J IE, IIH, ,,C, ,\Ci', 1\l:.OP, CO"JS r, 1·\CI'\ I h, I D•\Y, I YCM~ 
,C.~ll :.f:lFPl C\J,(,,u,(.) 
C J\ l L r• E l ti Y l 

C THl' SfAT(MENTS cc;,.N fl] •\11/LJ !Nl.UJDINC J0C;l S.r:T CVEI~YTHlNi; l.'·iPU•nA"'f TO ltRO 
1 c 1 . on 1 c.: r = 1 , '• 1 

CI-~KKOC I l = ':>0. 0 
10~ NL:~I({) f 1tOGCOfH, 

1 DO 3 I = l , '• I 
2 1)0 ·~ . J = 1 , '• l 

1-iP(I,.J) = 0.0 
.3 H(!,Jl .: G.() 40CUllG 

ICIII<D~ = .C' 
OC 30~;1 I= l, 1tl 
lJU 3C~>l J = l,4l 
IFCI-Jl.~8(;(;, :,a01, S•lt·O 

~eoo sci,JJ = c.c 
GO Ttl .Hiu l 

58Cl SCI,JJ • l.G~ 
::soc 1 cc~n r·wr 

·c Tb[ S 1 A TL:I-:C'"< T~ GU"N rc 30l.'J KC 1\i) M.r: i'RI f\T THE !Nf'LJ T ~;f\IR lCES 
4 KEAO L:!,!Jl(Ai\li~HIJ, I= lr Ul 
~ != (! R t' 1\ I ( U /16 l 
6 R £A !J ( l , ·r) N, .~ l '\ h , :~ 1 I G;< l: I T , C I 11 ( l l , I C C I ) , I C l' :< I• ( I l , I C I ~p KM ( I l , [:. l , 0 ) 
7 FCR~t\r( 12,2F6.J, ;612) . 
B IFCNl 1~, ~S, IS 

l 5 •;.; :U 1 £ C J ,l E>l ( M·· A •'i" C l J , I = l ,l 2 l · 
8Cl W~ITt (J,802l 
8(2 !=fJR,~Ar Clhu, lOX, Y-Jt1i\CN-L[Rrl •:LU~L\JTS [\ C!<IGUJIIL t--,';,\TRIX 

9 READ (2,l0Jl, J, HCLU 
10 FCRMI\f (14, 14, F~4.lGl 

11 !FCIJ 12.JCC.2,U 
12 H ( 1, .J) = HllltJ 

12(1 
12 r; 2. 

13 
30{.2 

Hf>( I ,JJ ·= f!(!LO 
H(J,!J = HCI,Jl 
HI' ( J ,[ ) = ~I(ILLJ 
hi'{lf( (3,12!.12)1, J, H!l, Jl 
F IJ k ~; ;\f C l :> X , L H H ( , I 2 , lll , , C Z , 4 H l 
GO TO 9 
READ(~, lC) I, J, HCLJ 
IFCHOLD.ll. l.UC(-(.~) C~O fO 3.;.·21 
WR!Ti:U, JOGJJ 

ALAI-: ..: O.C 
GG ro 30U6 

, F q. ') l 

JOC3 FCRI-IAf(lHO, luX, :;:WNC\1-Z;.'RO CFF..:CIAGCJI\.Al CLF.~~CNT$ HJ nt<rc;I"!AL S-:-1 
l.>\TRIX. 

40CCl5c~ 

•400016(J 

1t00C l '10 
40GC20C 
40CC?.lC 
'•COC22C 
400vz·;,; 
4CCU2 1tC 
4CCU50 
4000260 

40C0270 

40Cu28L 
t,C,CC2'Ju 
40CC30C 

J0C4 R[l\0 (2,10)1, J, l•CU; 40CC33C 
. .::0(,5 !F(ll J()(j6,l4,3C0'.• 40CCJt,t~ 
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3 0 C 7 'rl i{ l T C ( j ,J C: l 8 ) I , .I , S ( I , J l 
iCARU::. = ICAKGS + l 

3\.JL·il FG><i~Al(l')X, ~hS(,!2,lh,l.:,'•Hl F').~) 
'30\.'1 GO l 0 3C04 

'I,OCOJ5li 

't0CC36G 
400037(. 

40CC3BO 
40CCJ% 

C. ff1[ STi•fl"i'HlTS cou; TC JO.D IJG Tl-iE 'IC1UI\l CAL(;ULflfilN 
40C 0'•0,; 

(. 

c 

14 CAll r1ld"-G [;,, II., O, U, N,<) 
t2f.&) it. H!R~:I\1 (;)')Ill !CU:i..ULA!( Cf{[.l f.<\l CI\LCl;L/\llON or ' 

3010 WIU Ti: ( .3, j\.ll) 4 (; c 04 3l• 

:H>ll 
3C· 12 
:!.01"3 
:J0i't 
3('.1~ 

".Hd6 
3017 

3018 

30l<J 
3020 
3021 
3C~22 

)0,'3 

30~4 

:JU5 
30~9 

30B 
lfl 
19 

3Cd4 
3 (;_) 5 

n 
Z3 

2) 1 
/4 
i5 
'/6 
27 
iii 
2 ') 
.30 
31 
"j2 

3.::S 
34 
:~ 5 

351 

;6 
'!..7 
31l 

FCH'.;;l (JHG, lCX, ,•(jfoS!C.l t:LU',C1\TS 
;)C, 3CH3 l=l,N 
1-ti( I fto ( '•• '.>C·l'tl l ,!,S( I, I l 
Hl f\ N A T ( l :J X , 2 H :> ( , i ;,: , I 1-i , I 2 , '• H l "' , F ') • ? l 
Oil 30t6 ! =1,'\ 
S ( I ,J l = S (! , 1 l u ( --:.,.::. l 
CALL MULT!U,S,C,~l 

''FI{O "' r·J-t 
DC 3JI2 I = l, \E~U 
·'H!J.IJ ·-. I + l 
DC 30~2 J ~ NlkD , N 
HCLO = U(I,Jl 
U(I,JJ "'lJ(J,ll 
U ( J ,I) = HI)L!; 
Cl\l.l i'ULTU.:IU,S,Nl 
CALL •'1 UL1 (S,~I,C,td 
CALL :·.ULf(C,S,H,:-i) 
CI\LL HUJ~G(H,N,C,G,~Rl 
CALL MULT (S,U,C,~l 

~->i<IT( D,i'·IJ 

'• oc 0't't \) 
,,(;(;(,4 :,o 
40CC4f,0 
4000470 
40CO't e ij 
40CC,4 ')O 
4CCC~CC 

4CCC5lc 
'• 0 C C52<, 
40C03L. 
4CC<;:>4<; 
40CCi55G 
40C056i> 
4CCG:> 70 
40CCJ58C 
400(;590 
4CC(;60lJ 
4CCG&l0 
1t0CC62v 
40CU6S.O 

F(Jt.'M/11 (H•0, lCX, '1£!it"N!:'f<~Y 

tLY li\!<Gi::. T ll\i1,C·.GI\ CCAr'.i'SPL;r,os 
lf(!C·~RUSl :10J4, ;.t, .Hd4 
Wi<lff (J,3C.3'C.l 

AL~h/\ + ILA~HG/\l!BElAl. 
T0 lCW[ST [~~~GY. l 

.\LG£eRA !CIIL 400(.660 
4000670 

) 

F C f( l!o 1\ I (i H 0 , ~X , 1 ~ H L I';., G I ·\ C R e l TAL S 
THE: Sfi\TU:cr,•T::. Trl J:.ol C"tllCR !"HE CIG:C:~<Vf.CTOIIS 

or 2 3' 1 = t, N 
K (I l =- I 
!STOP iJ - l 
DC. 3 4 1 1 , ! S TO ;• 
IST = I + l 

{)() .34 J 1ST, 1\ 
IF I H ( I .I l - li ( J, J l l i G, 34, 3'• 
;\TFMP "' ll (I, !'l 
l 1 n: P = K ( I i 
fl ( I , I l -= H ( J, J l 
K ( 1 l = K ( Jl 
li(J,Jl = 1\Tll·ll-' 
K(J) -" IlLhP 
CONT J•,UE 
NE'JD "' 2" (:J/2) 
Ofl 45 I = L, NENlJ, ~ 

400G6JC 
) 

IN (]kC:ER OF 11-\CRE/\S!NG Er~CRGY 
40CC680 · 
'•DGC6CJ(; 
4CCG70C 
400071>::. 
40CC720 

' 1t0CG73C 
40CO 74(. 
40G075C' 
t,CCC760 
40C077C 
4000780 
400C79G 
4000800 
40(;0(11(. 
4000820 
40<;C8 3G 

1 HI' S I 1\ T [I" f'i'; T :> T L 4 :..1 2 \-; f< I T E (jUT f ii f: t ~f-. K C 11-' S AND 1-ulV ~ F U i; C T lCI N S 
WR I T [ I 3, J 7 l H ( 1 , I l , H ( I+ l , I+ 1 l 4000fl4C 

40GCB50 
'•00Cfl60 

fORMAl !1h•J, CJX', lvH L/\~:',{)1\ = , fll.S, .·~5)1.,.'•)1/LIIi-',f\CI\-" , fll.Sl 
o o '• s J = 1 , r.; 

•. 



.. 
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J'l INDA K( 1 l 
'•0 !NOB K(l + 1) 
ttl KI-'OA U(J, l\1GA)<"'L 
42 Rl-'llH U(J, ll<Dfllu2 
4 3 ;.; R I T E ( i , 4'~ ) :'>ll: I·; ( J l , U ( J , I :~ [u\ l , 

l PJD(Il, Nl.:~(Jl, K<•OfJ 
t, 4 F 0 i'. 'I A f ( l'• X , .S H C ( , II , L H ) = 

ll7X, JH C( , 12, /hi• , FB.5, 
· '•5 CCNT!:Wf3 

<t6 !F(N-'•E~:Ol 47, 1·r, <t7 
~1 ~~ITE (J,~H)H(~,~~ 

48 FOR~1Af (lHO, "'X, lOH LAr'BGA 
~9 00 5l J = L, N 
•;(• 1:-.C/\ = 1\(1'>) 

~01 KhOh ~ U(J, I~OA)~~l 

NUM(Jl, lJ(J, 

, F8.5, 7X, lthRhCi( , I£, £H)-" ,Fil.~, 

7X, 4HR.HCI , !Lr lit): , f8.~) 

'>l ,...nTE ('3,:il2lNUI'(J), U(J, 1NU,\lr ~u,....(J),.i-tH~I\ 

40CD870 

'• Q(,(j 880 
4CCC89G 
40CCSOC· 
4t:CC9LG 
40C LYL \j 
'• 0 c (;<) j[' 

'•0009't( 
'•0GC'l5u 

4CC.G970 

40C0')'J0 
'·CC J.CCC 
4QC101C 
40ulOJ.0 

512 
i7 

90l.l 

FOR~AI (L<tX, JH C( , 12, 2hl= , F:C:.<j, ·rx, '•h>{f-'()( , !2, i'Hl= ,FO.::il 40ClC30 

90v2 
4 .'1::>1 
4036 

IF(IC-\kUSI 90Ul, ;.2, •.JO·Jl 
nRI ft(3,90CJ2) 
FORMAl (tHO, :>X, £·,:HfKM<SFOR:-'[t: ORL\!T;\LS 
UO 40~5 I = t, N[MO, l 
WKlT[ (3,40J7lh(l,Ilr H(l+l, l+l) 

'•U!>'f FCR~iAf (1110, CJX, IGH LAM,\LJA = , Flt.::;, YiX, 'Ji1lA."1fiCA 
40)11 
'•03'-J 
40 1t0 
ltG41 
4 041. 
4043 

DO 41..h5 J= lr ~ 
PJDA K(l) 
I~CJR '-' K(l +- ll 
RHOA L(J, I~JOAl~"L 

RHOR = t(J, i~Uh)••~ 

>;iUTE CJ,LtL·lt4lfi.LM(J), C!J,I!'>OA), :\UI'(J), l<iiOA, 
1J, 1'-l:;R), ~lUIHJ), K.t()il 

, F1L.5l 

4 0 4 4 l" () R l·i A I ( 1 4 X , ·; H C ( , l 2 , ~ H ) = , f :J • '.• , '!X , 4 H K t i 1J ( , 12 r 2 H ) = , F ~ • 5 , 
11'/X, }H C( , !2, I'll)= , F-'i.S, 7X, 41iKtiC( , !l, 2Hl-= , Fb.5l 

40LtS CO'lTii:Uf 
lt{)46 ll" (~-NEIH;l 42:'47, •,2, 4047 
40'•7 lo.:R.lf[ (J,4:J4HJH(N,Nl 
4041! FUi<MI\f (lHO, -IX, t(;H LM'B.;A 
40~9 00 40j1 J = l, N 
4u50 I i\llll ~ K ( :·; l 
'o5:il 'RI-<8A = C(J, ~~~DA) ... ~· 

, Fll.Sl 

40:.>1 ,,,UT'[ (3,Lt512J',UI-HJJ, C(J, I'~(.A), '\iU'~(J), KliGA 

'•0\: lC4lJ 
4CCl05C 
40Cl060 
4•~(;1C7G 
1tCC1CilO 
40UlC90 
'• oc 11 ou 
40ClllL 
40Cll20 
'•0Ull3G 
4 0 L.ll'• (; 
40C ll5L. 
4r.Cll60 
4001170 
40Cll8(; 
4CCll9(• 
40(;l:Zor: 
4CC12lv 
'·00122!.. 
40Cl230 

4 ~ l 2 F 0 l<r·: A I ( 1 4 X , ..; h 0.:: ( , 12 , <' H l = , F tl • ) , 7 X , 4 ri ~~ h I'd , I 2 , 2 H ) = , F 8 • 5 l 4 0 :) 12 4 '~ 
5~ ~RITC (J,;.liN~ 40Cl25G 
5 3 F (i :~ M 1\ f ( 111 0 , l (:X , 2 o li "> U M n ;.: R G F 2 , .. Y 2 ~ ( T 1\ T r;~ r-;::; = , I t. l 

c 
6GC1 
60Cl. 

HI[ Sf/\Tci··CNT:;, ~:U'·fltRc'O C:.JOO (...'ILCUL.\l'f: H•E \:OU•'l1:'1G Co~~::;TMHS 

Tf.ST " l.OCJ[-~5 
II=(Q.t,T.Tt:Sfl GC lC 5900 

(;Qij3 IFIIH!lll 590(:, ::i•;, :)90C 
54CC 'rir\1 TC ( 3, :.i9Cll 
50G1 FORI~AI(!HC,//1/,l'.·,x, /rlHTHC COUPLING 

lSCD O'·l lit( fDLLC ... !!<G 1\SSUI~PTICNS, 
~9L'£ If(O.Lf.fF.:.TJ GC: 1(, ;,.-,~.:, 

5<103 "R l TL D, 5904) C 
54G4 FURMAi(l5X,3HU =• F6.L) 
S9CS DG ?913 l = 1,8 
5'1Co IF(IH!Ill 5'107, 5'd4, ':>907 
5907 !f(lCUPMM(l)) ~90U, 5111, 5909 

CCI\SfANfS Ll:)HU ili:UIW ARE BA 
) 
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59 C !:! ,, '{ I T t ( l , ;; ·-1 C ·J ) !'-'( I ) , l H ( I ) r! ;; ( I l , I C 1-'1< 1'. ( I ) , I C ll >' R I' I Il 
'/J(J<j FCR~'AT(bX,:CHt.(, 12, .:.')H) IS L;Lt: TO.~ l't=Tl·YLa;•: G1<0UP (1-.YL.·~.GGU'S N 

lU)<1K[l~~:c; !'l,· llh, C.HU,.C.r-: '\iUI",'\t:.'!CD, U, ZlH) ATf,\Ci:t:C 10 C'"•{f'flr-.:S, 
2!.3, 4,., MW, L~, li. J 

5910 GO TO :..'HJ 
'.i 9 ll ;.. '-( l T E: (3 , :, 412 ) IiI ( I ) , I H ( I l , 1 C ( l) , I C P :ll' ( I ) 
5'-!Ll F(');;~~AI ( l~X,Zil,\(, II., 4f.H) !S G'Ji: TO A 1-'[THYL (,i'.OlW (IIYl;;{Q(,..:,\JS NUrt,B 

I E K t= 0 , I l , l .'ft1 , CA.,('. C :'II c\ U Me F. K [ li , I .,; , 2 U b) ·l I T !\ C h [ 0 T C CA.-{ Ll ( i >; , I 3 , 
I. LH. ) 

J913 CC'~TI JU£ · 
5914 !Ft!Htlll ~6cu, 6lG4, 56Ga 
~600 ,.;r{!H:(J, ~<il5l i1 (F:Thr ID.AY, !YCIIK 
5915 FrR~AT(l)X, ~jH~[fHYL AND MCTHYLE~L CCUPL!~C CONSTA~T~ CALCULATED 

[',;IT/-; lHC Fllf.'.~JllLAl' i'·l :..Uf-1/l.l:LJTI';t: •'it::IHYL. C:•\ ,12rtl1/,12,lH/ril.rlH. ) 
60CL; 00 60.J9 II = 1 ,z 

ur 6040 1 = 1,41 
6040 CHKRO([) = 50•0 

60~5 NCKP = ~jz - i + 1 I 
GC rc ou06 

~:J2H •'JC~t< ~ !Of'~C IT - l + Il 
60L6 !~OA = K(~GRBl 
600"/ lF(fi- l) 601.1,6:.(;8,6011 
£008 ~21TE(3, 60091 
6CC9 FCR!'.Ar(1HG, lCX, y,HPt':SiflVE !CN C.OUJ'Ll~G CUNSrMJJ:>' 
6010 r.o ro 6ul3 
GUll ~R!T[(J, 6012) 
0012 ~CRMAf(lHC, lOX, 54HNtGATIVf !C~ LUUPLING CONSTANTS 
6C1J l)(j 6lJJl I = 1,H 
601'• !F( !H( Ill 6Ul~. 6• J2r 601~ 
<>015 n lH!Il 
6(;16 II:', lCUl 
6017 IC !CP<{M( l l 
6018 IC: ICOPR;". (I J 
£.019 NL~:( !<.) = '' 

NU~~ ( L' l = r. 
6020 AH = -:.tlh,U~OAJ 
60<: l /\C ~ L ( IIi, I ~;Ot'. l 
£022 ~CP = C!IU,lN0Al 
60<:3 IF (It' l (,02'•• 6::2?, ~.OZ 1t 
6024 ACUP = C(![,I~GA) 
cCJ2? C:.LL ·'·E HtYL 
6C£6 1-.RirCD, 6G27) !/\, CONST 
6CL7 !'llK1-';AT(l5X,,.diA(, 12, '•Hl , F8.J, 61-: GM:!)y 
Go.:; l CC>JT L:tJ[ 
6012 If((.,.LT.T(STJ GC fO 6vVJ 
60JJ ·on 60;9 I • t,N 
6054 IF!NUr•:(lll 60.,;5, C.CJ9, 60j'.> 
~0~5 uc 60>6 J =.1.~ 
6036 !F{(Ai:S(U(l,l.'~U,\)nZ-CHKRC!Jll.l.Lf.lE::.Tl Gfi f0'6C·j~ 
6 C J 7 C f-' K «. r. ( I l = u ( I , rr~: .. 1\ ) ~ "I. 
60.38 CCI;ST = ABS!Ct•KRG(IJ•H.l 

WKITUJ,6027J !, CC\Sl 
6o:~<J CO'~ r r:.;u<: 

~4 !F(AL.\h.LT.TE::,Tl :;(; E 101 
WKITE (3,4331 AL<V 

~ .. 



" 

"' ~ .l 

' 

\ . 

40C 
4J2 
4''4 
4v5 
,, (:6 

,, i) 7 
403 

1t60 
'1C• 0 
40'1 
41C 
411 
412 
4U 
414 
41-:i 
416 
'• l 7 
4lfl 
41'1 
42(; 
421 
422 
4£'3 
4?4 
42~ 

426 
427 
428 
429 
430 
4.31 
432 
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!f(C.:·JE.O.U) 1\HITC L:\,434) C 
CC'; T I ·.u£ 
1 F (f O:l.fl I T. f Q. 0 l I <:~P. 3I T = 1\ I'L 
CC'-' T I·~u;: 
DO 4 0 7 I = l , N 
11\DA=K(I) 
0 CJ 4 C ·r J = 1 , IJ 
C(J,II ~ U(J,!NC~I 

DC 4 1d IO'l = i. ,(' 
~~ITE!3,4J~l ICRDIT 
DC 46·; I = l,li 
DO 46u J ~ 1,"' 
H (I, J) HI' ( l ,J I 
OL1 1t 0 ') " 1 ';~ 
H(!,I) H(!,[l +.<-.o~,\LAI~t>(C!l,I•JHRlf)<H>2) 

CALL riOIAG!H,N,C,U,~~l 

DC 41.2 l l ,il 
K(ll- l 
lJO 42 _; I 1, l S ftJP 
IST = I + 1 
ou 42J J = rsr.~ 
!F!H!I,!) - H(J,Jl) 417, 473, 423 
Al[~IP = rl(!,IJ 
!TEMP~ K!l) 
H!l,II = h(J,Jl 
ti. (I) = K! J) 

h(J,J) = AlEMf' 
K ( J l = IT f:ic, f-' 
co~• r P'lh: 
DC 1t27 l = l,N 
!NDA = K ( l) 
l! c 4 z l J = l ' ;~ 
S(J,Il = U(J,INGAl 
Q(i '• 4 :• I = 1 , 'J 

RC C(I,IIJRP.!TI"*L 
JSTCI' = IC~El f - l 
OC 43/ J = l,JSTu;' 
i\0 ~ KO + !:>(l,Jl<>«2- C(!,Jl•>~>2 

433 FGRI1AI(l11J,////,J:X,4(H~CLACHLAN ::.CF ;,PIN LiF-'-:Sifli:S A!)SlJMl'·JG, ,;, 

4.34 
1 l5X, 9HLAM~UA = , Fo.3) 

FCf.\l".AI ( l5X, 4hi'; = , FI,.::S) 
435 rGRM/\1 ( lHC, lUX, J4HUI>PA!.<EC t:LECfr<Cr; II\ C;<K!T NUI·lEEK !2) 

ACUP = AD~(Q~NG) 
4:.,6 !F(Q) 4j7, 44~) 4~1 
4l7 wRITE(J, 438) 1, PC , I, 1\CUP 
4JB F 0 K 1"\ A I ! l ~X , 4 H r< Hi ( , I ~ , ,, H J ~ , F 8 • 'l , l i.i X , Lt·. A ( , I 2 , 4 ti ) 
43<) GG TO 4'•~ 
44(• v;:qrt:u, 44Ll r, ,:c 
441 FCRM/\1(15X, 4hRhU(, !<', 4Hl , F6.Sl 
442 CC,'!T l ';u;:: 
4 .. 3 !CRt-Ill = !CRB!T + 1 

GO TO 1 Cl , 
!.iS wP.ITE (3,~6) 

56 FCR~Ar 19HlFI~!SHr0 

'>7 CALL .:XIT 
El\0 

,F;:..:>,t.H GI\USSl 

40CllUC 
40Cl29C 
4CC 1300 
4CC L3 LC 
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i.!KFTC t'Ulf 
SLR~O~TI~[ ~ULT(A,~,C.~J· 

OIMt;\;'-IG:>i A(-'tl,4ll, t.l4l,'tll, CI4Lr4ll 
Gti 5 I= l, N 

L DO 5 J = l, ;~ 
3 CCI,Jl = C.C 
4 00 ~ L-=1,;-; 
~ CII,Jl = C(I,JI ~ AII,l)o.-:(L,JI 
6 RCTUR\ 

t:rw 

$IBFTC Xt=~l£;-:R 

SLBR00T!NE XEM~RR(~RK~O) 

!NTfGL:R [RRNO 
!H.30-EKKNCI !OC, 1, 100 
c .4LL :: X [ ,'\ ( 7 i I l ) 
cu ro 1:..:oc 

lOG C6LL ~XtM(7l, Cl 
1000 ~ETUR ·J 

tNC 

1dl\ITC :V:OTHYL 
SLP<~~Ol•T PJC •"'E ltiYL 
CCr•M(J:; lE, AH, AC, AC;>, A>.:OP, CCN::.f, ,v,[,\Tt-., IG•W, !Y[AR 

C !>fATE.·'ENTS 6-il Gl\ic 0-\fE C"J 1-ih!CH FCR,"ULA~ ~;t:R:.. LAST CH::.!IIu.:C 
6 i10'J1H = 1Z 
7 IDA Y "' lL 
!:1 !YfAR = 64 
1 !F(l[l 2, 4, 2 

OOH 

004(; 
C05C 
CC6L. 
OC7L 
ooac 
GC9~ 

C. lOG 

C S TA H;..Et;r .2 IS TH: rfN•',UlA i=Cf< CALCULAT U,G -~ ~ICTHYLE~k COUPLING CONSTANT 
2 CO~ST AAS(327.C ~AH<~>2 + 161.0 ~ ~C " At- + 1~.~ ~ A~~>*2 + 
11~.95.• IIH ~ 1.46" 1\Cl *lAC?~ .'\CCPl- 2.7fJ~>(AC:1 <>*L ~ ACUP.,•2)) 

3 GC Hl 5 
C SThTcl'"iENf 4 IS TrC f'Q;{I'LJLJ\ FOR CALCUL,\1 Ii\G 4 /IC:THYL COU»L!NG CO:\ISTA!~T 

4 CONST = AB$1219.8 • A~*•2 + 1J.l7 • AC"*? + 1C7.7 * AM ~ AC + 
1 3.997 ... 1\H ~ ·\Cr' + C.'J73 * AC "t.CP- 2.7h•AC:'~•2l 

5 r{CTUR'~ . 
END 

" 

.. 
1!1 

. I 



.... 

• 
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S.l BFTC HC.! A-;; 
Sl.['·KCvT!Nf:: HD!4·.; (rl,!l:,!t:GEt\,I.;,NI\) 

C 1·\lHOL.r FGKTKAN l! C!·\GOi';,\LlUdl(l'~ r;F A ~Efll. SYt'li~!:Ti-!1._ >-iAI!-{!X ~y 
C HI•. J1CC'£!I .~[ Ti•Oi.;. 
C 11l.Y l'J, l<J~·,<J 

C CALL L<G Sr'~Uc:'iCi: :r:..< il! 1\GC.tJAL! LA T1 L'>: 
(. C 1\ L L H'o:; I •\ r,(. b , ~< , l [ r,;: ~; , U , N I{ J 
C ~H~~C H !S TMf ARK~Y TC PE U!AGCNtLI/EO. 
C 'J IS rHL: (J',:Lt:R CF Hit 1-'Ah'.IX, li. 
(. 

C IEGCN f~UST FIE Si:T Ui\i:-:UAL TC .i.foRO IF CI\LY t.:!l:;t::rVALUi:S I.~E 
C TO HC t..OMPt..fEO. 
C II:'GEN MUST HE SE r C\.U.~L TC ZEKL IfC L I GU.V iLUES AiitJ E IG[•Wr-C TO«S 
C MH; TCJ llt,; r.r:I-'Pt.; rcu. 
c.; 
C U IS lHl U'i!TAin t·,.\f!{!X U:iEC FGf.', :""G~MATICr\ CiF THF f:IGC.'\VE\.fCiRS. 
c 
C NR IS THE 'JlH'.C[H (.F KLTI\fiUJ\S. 

.C 
C A OIMt-~S!CHil STATO·.::-.r MUST Bf: l:\S:i<TF.O CJ\ lhc SUllt'.CUT!Nt:. 
c· OH',EN:,llJN H(N,NJ, U(,'J,~I), X(NJ, !t~(\) 
c 
C THC S!Jt',KOUTI'Jt' CP:RAlt"S C\LY Cl': fill: l:l(l-[>\1::. or rt Tt-AT "K': TO THE 
C t<IGI-IT CF lh[ ~~~IN .:;[A(jf:t;~L. Tt;L;::,, ;;:,LY A lRIA'·JGULA:{ 
C SECTION 1\E'c:D t>r: S TCi{(i) I IIi l hi: At<IU.Y H. 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 

(. 

DIMEN~!ON H(41,4ll, U(~I,~1l, X!4tl, !C(~tl 

I F ( ~;- ll 1 U U .;. , 1 dJ 0 , 4 
9 IF ( IEGCNJ 1:>, 10, lS 

10 DO 14 I=l ,I\ 

DC 14 J-=1 •'< ' 
IF! l-Jl ll,J l rl.i' 

ll u ( l • J ) = 1. (l 

· GU TO 14 
12 UII,Jl=C.(;. 
l't CONTI iUC 

15 ~J\< = " 

C SCAN FO~ L4RGEST CFF UIAGCNAL ~LEMC~T I~ [~CH ~C~ 
C X( ll l.O"JTA!NS. LAK:;[.:)T E'LEi'.ENf IN I fH f{CII 
C I•;(Il H(ILilS.s,:cc!';._. SU8SCRI?T G!:r!"'l:\G f'CS!f!ON flF [LCf',[.H 
c 

17 NMll-=',-1 

2() 

30 
c 

DO ) 0 I-= l t ~ll~ l I 
X(!J = 0.(; 
It'Ll,.l+l 
IJO 30 J=!PLlr'~ 

IF ('-Ill- AP.S( !:(!,Jill 2C,,W,30 
X( I J=-.(lS(H( l ,JJ l 
IQ(IJ-J 
CONTI",tJt:: 

COli. 
cozc 
llOJl. 
CC'd:, 
1..05i: 
006G 
con. 
OC8C 
l1090 
010(; 
c ll (. 
012 ·:: 
(J l ~ ~· 
c 14 c: 
OlSL 
016C 
u 1 7() 
c 18\~ 
01<;(. 
C2CC 
CZl ,; 
022C 
C..2 J(; 

02't(.; 
C2~C 
C2ou 
0270 
U2il0 

031C 
GJ2f' 
0330 
G3''C 
C35(, 
C>60 
C3h 
038C 
C39C 
040~ 

C41C 
C42C 
0430 
044C 
C45u 
0460 
L)47C 

048(; 
C4<JL. 
05CC 
G5lv 
052l' 
05.~0 

0540 
C55C 
C560 



c 

c 
c 
c 
c 

40 

70 
c. 
c 

60 
85 
·.;o 

1 Oi1 

lll. 
c 

c 
c 

14 t: 
c 
c. 
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SET r·=o.ICATOR FC1< ·sHU,T-CFI'.Rt.P=2 .. -~7."~"'!\(i. c:r f.tl11Ari0':S 
R,~P=. /4505Rv5'JE-O;. 
HOTF.Sr=r.Ct'3d 

FH:D :•·AXli".U~ Cf Xlll S FOK Pl\ICT t:LF~ct-T M.O 
TC~f rOR t~U Ul' P·GDLL~ 

OC 7;; l=l,N~Il 

IF !I-ll 60,60,4~ 
IF (-<MAX- XIIJJ :.'J,7Vo7C 
Xf'AX=.~ I I J 
lf'!V .. I 
JPIV:lQill 
CO~JT I; •Uf. 

l$ MAA. X(l) [QUA( fO ZCRJ, lF L2S~ .THA~ hCTCST, ~[VISE HLTEST 
IF I Y.:-'.A-0 lOCO,li:v'~,HC 
IF (H~TCSJI ~u,qo,s~ 

If (X:•AX- lllHCSTJ 'JO,·W,l48 
HDIMI\ = 1\RSI H(L,ll l 
l)Q 11::· {.: 2.~. 

IF lHI,I"-I~- Ac\SI ~1(1,1))) llO,llO,WO 
HCIMI"·!=olBSIHl I, Il J 
CO'lT I~' Ut: 

Kf::TLk·i IF i~AX.n(I,JJLcSS THIIN{2••-27li\~Sr!liiK,Kl-l·lii\l 
IF (H~TESI- XMAXI 14R,1000,10CU 
N;:;. = ~iR+l 
CCt~Pl.JI[ TA"ICE\T, .,II\E 111\C CC:SINE,HII,Il:oti(J,JJ 

l ':)(.) · T ~~~~G = ::>1 GNU. J, I HI I P 11/, I PI v l-1~ ( J P 1 V, J? l V l l J "''I I i' l V, J f' IV I I I A E: S I hI l P l 
l. V, It> I v l-H ( Jtl l V, Ji'l V J J t- ::.QR r ( ( H ( 1 PI'/, I PI vI -h ( J r' IV, JP 1 V l I • •2·+". O• H l I P 
21V,Jt'!Vl•"'2l l 

c 

CUSIN[=l.~/SQKT!l.Ut-TII~G••~l 
Sl~E=TAN~•CGSINE 
Hll=HIIPIV,IP!VJ 
HIIPIVri~!Vl=CUSI~~~·Z•(H!I+TANG•CL.C•I'CIP!V,JPIVl+TANG•HIJP!V,JP!· 

1 v ))) 
H(JP!~,JPIVl=COSl~t*•L•(HIJPlvrJPlVJ-TA~~·{L.0•H(IP!VrJPIVJ-rANG•H 

1 I l I l 
.HliPI~,JPIVl=O.C 

C PS[U00 ~ANK TH~ CIGEMVALUES 
C AllJU~T SlkF ,ANC t.OS FOR ;:c~Pl)To\T!L:I\; GF h( {1\) A"\U U( lK.l 

IF l ;,([P!V,!i'!VJ- HlJPIVrJt'IVJI l::.2,!:drl~i3 
1~2 Hff~P = H(!PIV,If'!Vl 

H{!PIV,{i'!Vl • H(JP!V,JP[V) 
H(JP!v,JP!Vl = hl:~P 

C ~EC~MPUTE SINE ~NU CCS 

c 

. ':.,HT[II,P = SIG'II(l.Cr -SINFI "CO!>Uic 
COSINC = ABSISIN~l 
S {:~[ = HTf~~P 

1 S3 CC'.l r 1 "-IUC 

057•j 
058(' 
05<)(, 
0600 '"( 

061(., 
062(; 
063(, 
G64v .. 
t:650 • 06&v 
(j(, 70 
068C 
06'10 
0700 
071(, ' 
072C 
0730 
074C 
075() 
G76C 
C770 
UBI) 
(l"f-10 
(.1:100 
oetL. 
082(• 
O!l30 
O!l4\.-
08~0 
O!l60 
Ce7u 
O!l8(; 
Ue9U 
090(; 
C9lC 
0920 
0930 
094C 
09~0 

0960 
0970 
C98C 
099C 
iOOG 
lOlC 
lC2C 
l 03C· 
104() 
lC50 
1060 
107(; 
lOSL 
lO<JU 
1100 
1110 
ll2C 

~ . 

. . ~ 

" 



c 
c 
c 
c 

20(; 

"' 
210 
£3C 

4 24(.1 
2'>0 

c 
(.. 

c 

30(, 

:.J2C: 

350 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 

:nc 

38C 

~90 

40C 

c 
42~ 

4JC· 

44(. 

4:i(, 

c 
48i; 

... 
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1~SPECT THE 1C~ ~lT~ELN 1+1 AN~ N-l TC ~~TC~~~~~ 
WH[tH~K ~ ~[~ M~X1~LM V~l~E ~HCULD HE CCKPUJ~G Sl~CE 
fHE P~ESENT M~XlMUM 1~ IN THE 1 0~ J ~Ch. 

00 3~·- l=l,tJMil 
Ir!I-lP!Vl%1G,J50,/uO 
1F!l-JP!Vl2lO,J50,£l0 
IF! !(.J(! l-lt'!Vl2Ju,240.2:30 
l F ( I W! l l- J PI V l ':!5 G, 2 •t () ,3? 0 
K = 1 Q ( 1) 
HTEMI'=H!!,K) 
H!r,Kl=O.(, 
lPLl"'l+l 
X!ll =0.0 

SEAKCrl IN DE~LCTEL kO~ FOk ~E~ ~AX!~UM 

DO 3.2( J= lt''ll, N 
IF (-<ill- 1\BS! H(l,Jll l 300,HlGd2:J 
X ( l ) = AS~ ( H ( 1 , J) ) 

!O!Il=J 
cc~:rr.;uc 

H (I, K l =!HEMP 
cc·~ r 1-..:uF 

X!IP!It) =U.(; 
X(JP!Ii) =O.C 

00 SL l =l .~; 

l~!l-IP!Vl37U,~Ju,~20 

H T [ ~i P = H ( l , I r' l \! ) 
H!I,P!Vl = (.;I!SJ;;~~HT:~P + SII\f•H(I,JP!VI 
IF ( 1.([)- /,';!~( h(J,!PIVll J>(l0,39C,.::YC 
X!ll-= ABS(H(l,IP!Vll 
IC!ll = !PIV 
H(l,Ji'IVl = -:>H:C:•HIE·":P + CC::>If\C:.,H!I,JPIV) 
IF ( X(ll- ilKS( h(J,JPivll ) 40C.,5::lU,!dC 
X!Il = AOS!H(J,Jr>IV)l 
I•.:! I l = JPIV 
GO Tli '> 3l' 

IF!!-JPIVl43J,'>30,480 
HTEMP = H(ll'l·v,ll 
H(JPI·J,Il = t;:JSJ:'~<*HTf-II.P + SIN.OoH(l,JI-'!Vl 
IF ( ~!II'IV)- <\'.'':'.( it!IPIV,Jll l "'•ur't:>r:,'•'.i.J 
X! II-' 1\/l = .\n 5 ( H ( 1 r' l V,! l) 
I Q (II' l V l = I 
H(I,Jr'!Vl = -SJf\E•hTE."r> + CCS!NE~h(!,JP!Vl 
l F ( x ( I l - M; .:> ( t1 ( I , J? I v' l l l 4 OC , 'dv, :>30 

IH':MP = H(!PIV,I) 
H!IPIV,Il = CGS!NC~HTC~P + SI~E*H(J~!V,ll 
IF ( ;((!PIVl- A•'S! ii(IP!V,Ill l ,,CJCJ,5CC,;iG0 

ll 3 ,, 
ll't c. 
11 ')C.' 
ll6(J 
1170 
l.l3G 
ilYG 
l2C(: 
121(; 
122·:· 
12 3 (: 
124<) 
l2 ~;. \~ 
u.:,c: 
12'/L 
l28C 
1290 
lJOC 
13l<l 
1320 
13 J(, 
134(' 
1350 
136(. 
137C 
138C 
l3'lJ 
1401; 
l'• lC 
142l· 
14 :;::, 
1440 
14 5(; 
146v 
14 7(1 

1480 
l't4C 
1500 
1?1G 
l:J2(. 
1530 
154(.. 
15 5(. 

1560 
l 5 7t,; 
l :;At) 
1~9<.: 

1600 
U> l C 
162(; 
1630 
l64u 
165(; 
166(' 
1670 
l6fl(; 



c 
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400 X[IP!~l = A~~(H(!riV,Il) 
!C (if.' i V l = I 

S 0:., H ( J !'I :J, I J -= -SIN f." H T E i·:? + CC S I !\if ~>If ( J i-' Ill, I l 
IF ( .•.(Ji'!Vl- A,.$( h(JPii!,!Jl l ")LOt5_jC,::dO 

510· X(JPJI!l = t.BS(H(J:'I.\1, Ill 
!\, ( JP 1 V l I 

53':: CC'JT!"<Uc 

C n'ST FOf< -:CJMPUTAT!C~ t:F EIGc:-JI!CCH;K$ 
c 

IF( IE.-,['\iHC>,5 .. 0,4;· 
54G DO 5?~ 1=1,'. 

1-tTf:~\P=U( l ,IP!Vl 
U ( I , l ,> I V) = C (: !:> 1 N t: <>t·: it_ M I'+ S [ ·~ C "U [ l , J i-' l V ) 

S~O Ull,J~IVI=-~l~E•HIE~P+CCSIN[~>U(I,J~!Vl 
:;o TC 4C 

1 0 C. 0 N C = •.• - I 
JC lQ:;l l,NC 
'JST =I.·+ 1 
UG lOCi J = NST, ~ 

t 0 G l H ( J , I l = ri ( I , J l 
R£ I UR"i 
E;..;o 

16'10 
l 70(' 
L 7t C 
l72G 

·-~· 1730 ol 
";i'· 

. 174 (; i< 

l75v 
i. 76i, 
17 7C .. 
1780 ... 
1 79(. 
lRO:., 
l8lC 
11120 
Ul30 
lll'tC 

.. . . 
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APPENDIX III 

CALCULATIONS ON RADICAL CATIONS 



Table Xxi. Ruckel Molecular Orbital Coefficients Neglecting Overlap for Radical Cations 

----~------------------------------------

~·· -----------. -------------
j_ 

--- ------

1 2 3 4 5 
-

2,3 dj_methyl 
-·59484 -·33853 .08374 .15666 

butacUene 

Isoprene .62503 ·36928 -.09430 -.17290 
--- - --

1,3 cyclo- -.-35303 -. 51963 .14187 .29194 
he:xadiene 

---------------------- -----
a 0 -.5000 -.5000 

Toluene' b ·52865 ·?3764 ---; -_. 3J.:5C2Q_ 

-----· .. 
--

-------- -~-

-.5654t a -.28999 -=-:24715 
:·· 

a-xylene b .41703 -. Q6327 
-a 0 .48830 

m-xylene b -.51267 -.24151 

p-xy1ene ·-
b -.50000 0 
a .27218 .49607 

Acenapthene 0 . 40673 
--- --

Pyracene • 24963 ·36743 

9 methyl -.44987 -.08705 
anthracene 

9,10 dimethyl -.21008 -.28564 
anthracene 

See Fig. 12 for numbering 
a Antisymmetric orbital 

b Symmetric orbital 

·,, 

-.47070 
.42189 
.28513 

0 
-.17937 

.21864 

0 

·30418 

.10734 

0 
-.52084 

.10992 

.17723 
0 

.60526 
0 

-. 27125 

-.28914 

-.10031 

.20476 

.43159 

----------

-·33518 

[21~~ . 
.151 2 

.26290 
---

-.16288 
-.12515 -

-. 3'7416 
-

-.28643 

-.22494 

-.07822 

--------------------------
-------------

-

6 '7 8 9 10 
"-

------- --1------- ------
-.56731 

---------------~- -------

-- -------
0 

·30423 _ _____:::____ ---- ------

-- - 1---------------

-.23883 
-- ------· 

-.17356 
---

-------'------

0 .11573 .22306 
--- --------

--
i:-.• 29181 .11201 .42220 -.07977 -.17986 

-------r ------
-.18198 

-

I 
!--' 
1\) 
1\) 
I 



Table XXII. McLachlana SCF Spin Densities fo~ Radical Cations 

Isoprene • 44555 

. -- -1-----+-----------1----J------j-------
-~~b .06983 r----:-39687- .07006 -.02623 - -.0105~ 

--------;:---t-'-2-,74"'6_8--=-_ -. 33664 . 40798 _._0~_72_~- _.1 __ 1_67"_0 ____ 1--------________ -------+------____ _ 

-. 98475 .4 7061 .26783 -. 39368 . 02329 . 07749 

o-xylene c 
b 

----~-----+-·~3~57~1_6 __ ~.o~4~9~03~:~·_o_88~7~9--r·-4~3~6737~-~---·o_2~7_2l __ ~-·~o_07~3~8-T _____ i ______ -j ____________ ~ 
.27263 ~.01966 -.01151 -.01409 

m-xylene c 
~~ c 

----------1~_2,_6_4 __ ,r----'0_0_21~:2~ ·31373_~639_+------1------j--
p-xylene 

b 

Acenapthene -.03566 .20813 .03333 .08281 

Pyracene -.00309 

9 methyl 
_§D~thracene 

.27247 -.01977 .10014 .03112 

9,10 dimethyl . 03572 
anthracene 

1--------l---

.08774: -.00994 .24281 

.17130 -.02691 -.00492 
-

.03968 

.04155 .08914 -.00820 
r--

-.00509 .03523 

a)_ Ref. 69. A= 1.00; b) Antisymmetric orbital; c) Symraetric orbital. 

See Fig. 12 for numbering. 

--------

.04035 

--

.23077 
.+---

-.oo485 .03366 

_, 

I 
1--' 
[\) 
VJ 

I 

-. 



--

Table XXIII. Huckel Molecular Orbital Coefficients Including Overlap 
for Radical Cations 

--------~---- --------------------------

~-
-

i ------ ------
1 2 3 4 6 '7 8 

--.L. 

2)3 dimethyl -·55488 -.31372 ;o8391 .14773 
butadiene 

-

---- c --------

Isoprene ·58433 ·34384 . -.09540 -.16420 -.30950 -. 52596 

1;3 cyclo- -.32988 -.48209 
hexadiene 

-------~-
.-, a 0 -.44721 

'l''oluene b -.47004 -.20854 __ __,.,._ 
.. 

,. .· ·-'-~ ., 

---:._.: .. _..; ... -:: -e--:-. 25913"8 a -.50512 
a-xylene 

.. 

b -.36876 .Q6191 
a 0 .43890 

· m.-xylene b .45080 .21051 
: a .44721 0 p-xylene 

b -.24464 -.44184 

.1\cenapthene 0 ·37835 

Pyracene .23326 ·34089 

9 methyl - .1~2953 -.08276 
anthracene 

9;10 dimethyl .20014 .27150 
anthracene 

aAntisymmetric orbital 

bSymmetric orbital 

... 

----- ------1--------

.14135 .27740 
1--.- ----·----~--- --------· --- -

-.44721 0 0 0 
.28~22 __ .46143 -.21123 -.28196 

- ----------

-.21677 ----------.JA121--.11025 
.42028 .17431 -.24276 

--------
·37324 0 -.15987 -.21950 

_-.25~~ ·54436 .12691 .. 16369 
---"----- -

0 0 
.17517 .24902 

.20073 -.27185 -. 34496 . 0 .11689 

0 -.09995 -.19615 
------- --· 

.28968 .19439 -.21477 -. 27715 .10796 
--- -.-

-.10332 -.41167 .07874 .17476 : 

- -

--

.21313 

.40152 

, 

-

9 10 
-~ 

-----

--- ------

-------------

----------· 

---------

-

--

-.08052 .17251 
--

• _._ .T 

I 
1--' 
[\) 

+=' 
I 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

l. Cell and Dewar for Electrolysis in Liquid .Am..rnonia. 

2. Diagram of Cell and. D~war f>or Electrolysis in Liquid _1\.mmonia. 

3· Experimental ESR Spectrum of 1,3-Butadiene. 

4. Calculated ESR Spectrum of 1,3-Butadiene. 

5. Bond Lengths and .Angles of Methylene. 

6. Experimental ESR Spectrum of 2,3-Dimethyl Butadiene. 

7. Calculated ESR Spectrum of 2, 3-Dimethyl Butad.iene ~ 

8. Experimental ESR Spectrum of 1,3-Cyclohexadiene. 

9· Calculated. ESR Spectrum of 1,3-Cyclohexadiene. 

10. Experimental ESR Spectrum of Isoprene. Arrows ind.icate anomalous lines. 

11. Calculated. ESR Spectrum of Isoprene. 

12. Numbering System for Molecular Orbital Calculations. 

13. Experimental ESR Spectrum of 1,3,5-Cycloheptatriene. 

14-. Calculated ESR Spectrum of 1, 3, 5-Cycloheptatriene. 

15. Numbering System for Cycloheptatriene. 

16. Experimental ESR Spectrum of Monodeuterated 1,3,5-Cycloheptatriene. 

17. Calculated ESR Spectra of the Four Possible Monodeuterated 1,3,5-Cyclo-

heptatrienes. 

18. Experimental ESR Spectrum of Nitrosobenzene .. 

19. Calculated ESR Spectrum of Nitrosobenzene. 

20. Numbering ·System for 2-Methylcyclohexadiene. 
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